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DUCKHAMS go out to sea in a Force 8 gale
Putting out to sea in a lifeboat

on a dirty "winter's night in
impossible conditions takes
more than a high order of
seamanship. It takes guts.

Men and boats are stretched
to the limits of their endurance.

Which is -why the R.N.L.I, -will
depend on Duckhams.

Duckhams marine oils give peak
performance in all conditions,
protecting the engines of the
lifeboats.

And the lives of the men -who
serve in them.

Duckhams Oils, Summit House
West Wickham, Kent BR4 OSJ.

Latest addition to R.N.L.I's fleet. A 52-foot self-righting lite-boat, at speed during trials
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by courtesy of T, P. Roskrow

INTERNATIONAL LIFE-BOAT CONFERENCE
TWENTY-ONE nations were represented at the
llth international life-boat conference, which
was held in New York City from 16th to 20th
May, newcomers to the conference being the
Bahamas, the Philippines, and South Africa.
The hosts at the conference were the United
States Coast Guard, whose organisation was as
meticulous as their hospitality was warm.

The chairman of the conference, Vice-
Admiral Thomas R. Sargent, III, Assistant
Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard, guided the
discussions with skill and a happy sense of
timing. The keynote address to the conference
was made by the United States Under-Secretary
for Transportation, who read a message of
greeting from President Nixon.

The conference discussions all took place in
the Hotel Commodore, and the programme was
varied by visits to the U.S. Coast Guard station at
Fire Island and the U.S. Coast Guard base at
Governors Island. At Fire Island delegates, after
inspecting the station and talking to the full-
time personnel, were able to see demonstrations
of the U.S. 40 ft. life-boat, an 18 ft. self-righting
daughter boat which had been brought to the
conference by the German Life-boat Society,
and the R.N.L.I.'s 'Bravo' 1KB. Lieut. E. D.

Stogdon was in charge of the IRB which aroused
considerable interest. At Governors Island
delegates were shown over the U.S. Coast
Guard cutter Vigorous and saw something of the
immense complexity of the AMVER ship
reporting centre.

Papers on new types of rescue craft were
presented by the North and South Holland Life-
boat Society, the Swedish Life-boat Society and
the R.N.L.I. One of the Dutch boats described
was a fast rescue launch built at the yards of
Messrs. Vosper Thorneycroft in England, with a
speed of 28 knots. The other was a smaller
shallow draft launch built in a Dutch yard and
designed for close inshore rescue work. The
Swedish paper described a 46 ft. 10-ton rescue
boat with a speed of 19 knots. One of the
R.N.L.I. papers was on the prototype 52 ft. life-
boat built at Littlehampton, which is at present
undergoing extensive sea trials.

A subject to which attention has been
increasingly paid at recent international con-
ferences, that of boat-building materials, was
again considered at some length, and the follow-
ing conclusions were presented in a paper by
Mr. Peter A. Silvia, Chief of the Boat Technical
section at the U.S. Coast Guard headquarters.

COVER PICTURE
When the Duchess of Kent, whose husband, the Duke of Kent, President of the R.N.L.I., visited Exmouth,
Devon, earlier this year, she was taken to sea by Coxswain Brian Rowsell aboard the 48-foot 6-inch Solent
class steel life-boat City of Birmingham. During her 15-minute trip in the life-boat, which cost £70,000
and was provided through contributions made by the citizens of Birmingham and the general funds of the
Institution, the Duchess took the wheel under the watchful eye of the coxswain. The new boat, which arrived
at Exmouth in 1970, has to date launched on ten services. The much admired photograph was taken by Mr. L.
Chown, the honorary secretary.
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There is very little direct competition between
the various boat-building materials. The pro-
perties of each suit a different type of boat and
service:

Plywood is best for very light boats in light-
duty service where they get careful handling and
tender loving care.

Plank-and-frame wooden construction really
isn't good for much, except boats owned by die-
hard timber sailors with the time and money to
invest in upkeep, or for boats that are considered
to be expendable and are quickly written off.
The U.S. shrimp fleet with an average wooden
boat life of five years is a good example of the
latter philosophy.

Fibreglass reinforced plastic is excellent for
boats in light to moderateservicewherespeedand
appearance are important. In the hands of a
reasonably careful operator, a well-built fibre-
glass boat should last indefinitely requiring little
more than an occasional polish or coat of paint.

Aluminium is best suited for boats in moderate
to rough service where speed is important but
cosmetics are secondary and where occasional
major impact damage must be anticipated. Its
adaptability makes it a good choice for one-of-
a-kind or prototype boats.

Steel is best in very rough service where speed,
appearance and corrosion are secondary
considerations. It is approximately twice as
heavy as fibreglass or aluminium when designed
to equal deflections and any attempt to match
their weight will create a tremendous upkeep
problem. Its principal advantage is that it can
stand up under extreme abuse.

Fern-cement is a good substitute for heavy
continued on page 162

Y.L.A. CHALLENGE
• An appeal from Commander F. R.
H. Swann, O.B.E., R.N.V.R., deputy
chairman of the R.N.L.I, and chair-
man of the Yachtsman's Life-boat
Supporters' Association: 'By the end
of July membership of the Y.L.A. had
reached 8,200. Our target for this year
is five figures and this can be achiev-
ed quite easily if every well-wisher of
the life-boat service (among whom
we number some 35,000 recipients of
The Life-boat) will recruit one full
member of the Association. You
don't have to be a yachtsman to
qualify as a supporter. A Y.L.A. en-
rolment form is enclosed with this
issue. If you will persuade a friend to
complete the form and you send it to-
gether with your name and address to
the Y.L.A. office, we shall be pleased
to send you 20 R.N.L.I. Christmas
cards as a small token of our apprec-
iation of your help. To qualify for free
Christmas cards, completed enrol-
ment forms mustreach the Y.L.A.,29a
Castle Street, Salisbury, by 30th
November. Just remember the
simple formula 1 -j-1 =2—if we all pull
together we'll get Y.L.A. member-
ship into five figures by the end of the
year'

'One of the Dutch boats described was a fast rescue launch built at the yards of Messrs. Vosper Thorneycroft in
England, with a speed of 28 knots' (for more details see page 170).
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Cold, wet and darkness form a classic environ-
ment for fear, and if this trio is mixed with the
other fierce ingredients of a sea driven to fury
by a winter storm hurling its strength against
an unyielding tidal stream, it would take a truly
exceptional man to feel no fear. I am no such
man, but on such a night at sea in the Pentland
Firth I found that these diabolical conditions
bred something else as well as fear. This was a
feeling of intense respect for my fellow members
of the life-boat crew. They formed practically
the entire adult male population of the hamlet
of Brims, and for each of them honorary life-
boat service—winter after winter, with some
dense fog summer rescues as well—would
probably continue to the end of their lives.

Indeed it proved that most of those fine men
were to lose their lives on life-boat service in
those same waters. For me it was just a couple of
years before my professional naval duties would
take me elsewhere, but the respect I learnt to
feel for those fellow crew members was some-
thing that can never die.

As a professional seaman myself, with experi-
ence of all the oceans and many seas, I knew well
enough of the vast powers let loose in a storm at
sea. Especially I knew of the added hazard
when near the land, where it may be difficult to
discover your position with certainty, where
hidden rocks and shoals abound, and where the
tidal streams are often strong and erratic. These
are the waters where deep seamen know they
must be particularly alert, sometimes even
waiting in the open sea if the conditions are too
bad for a safe landfall.

Yet these are the waters where lifeboat men
must operate, and their calls come most often
when conditions are so bad that other seafarers
are in distress. Perhaps one has to serve in a
life-boat's crew to understand their feelings to
the full; perhaps, also, only experience can tell
what it feels like to be a life-boat wife, whose
156

Coxswain Harold Hayles, of the Yarmouth, l.o.W.,
life-boat, with Eroll Bruce, the author of this article.

by courtesy Motor Boat & Yachting

A SAILOR'S
VIEWS ON
THE R.N.L.I.
BY EROLL BRUCE

man has been called out on a stormy winter
night and only she knows that he is scarcely
over a bout of 'flu, or has a nasty spell of
rheumatics.

Since that apprenticeship of life-boat work
in the Pentland Firth it has been my privilege
to launch with the crews of some 20 other life-
boats on the coasts of England, Scotland, Ireland
and Wales. Each crew had its own individuality
and each had developed its special techniques;
yet as a naval man who has experienced a very
full share of small craft work, I never failed to
be inspired by the amazingly high standards of
seamanship shown in each. Of course the lives
of each man depended upon these standards,
besides the lives of those they would rescue, as
nothing less than superb seamanship could
withstand the conditions in which they might
be called upon to launch.

One thing which I specially noticed when
first I joined the Pentland Firth crew was the



really professional competency with which they
operated equipment which had not come their
way as fishermen. For instance, when radio was
fitted, they had learnt to be really good radio
operators, and with other new equipment I
have noticed the same mastery, which blended
well with their traditional specialised knowledge
of their own waters.

Why do these men go at all ? They often face
grave risk and inevitably encounter excruciating
discomfort. Perhaps it is that those trials of storm
at sea create a bond that compels practised sea-
farers to turn to the help of others in distress at
sea—whatever the risk and pain. Certainly they
launch their life-boats whatever the hazards,
and sound common sense as well as ethics
demand that such men should have the best
possible tools for their task.

My professional career at sea is now over, but
I enjoy yachting as a recreation, and so do my
family. Thus we are often at sea in small craft
for pleasure; for instance all my five children
had sailed offshore in small craft just about as
soon as they could walk, while once when I was
away racing a small yacht across the Atlantic,
my wife was sailing another small boat from
England to Germany; another year when racing
round the Fastnet Rock off Ireland my younger
son was able to wave at me as he sailed round the
same rock in a rival yacht.

Perhaps, then, we would be assessed as a
yachting family with at least as much sea
experience as the average, and enough know-
ledge to be aware of the hazards. Certainly we
all know enough to realise that the sea can be
utterly unpredictable, while human creatures
evolved as land creatures are always liable to
mistakes at sea. As a family man, and this must
surely apply to the close relatives of anyone who
ventures on the open sea, we have a strong
interest in an effective life-boat service to bring
help if it is needed.

Just how effective is the R.N.L.I, from the
point of view of the yachtsman who sails in the
estuaries and open seas ? This is a problem which
has frequently come my way on a national level
as one of those elected to the Council of the
Royal Yachting Association, which is the
national authority for the sport of yachting and
represents the interest of all British yachtsmen.
In this capacity one comes across a number of
cases where yachtsmen get into hazard or diffi-
culties at sea; boats are quite often damaged
and even lost, but perhaps the point which
persistently surprises me is how very seldom
anyone gets drowned while yachting in the
open sea.

A goodly share of this good record is due to
the effectiveness of our life-boat service. Yacht
rescues seldom get much publicity, partly
because the owner of a yacht which has been
in serious trouble usually prefers to keep the
matter purely between himself and the life-boat
crew. He does not want to scare his relatives
with news that he has been rescued; besides
that, the loss of one's own little ship may be a
deeply personal matter.

Not long ago I was offered by the R.N.L.I.
the unique opportunity of going out in any of
the R.N.L.I. life-boats around the British coast
to discuss yacht accidents with their crews and
honorary secretaries. These were the men and
women who really knew the facts in their areas,
as they had actually rescued the yachtsmen in
trouble. The numbers of yacht rescues proved
surprisingly high, and another surprise was that
several famous yachts, in full seaworthy condi-
tion and manned with experienced crews, had at
times called for help.

It is true that there had been many calls to

Eroll Bruce learning first hand about some of the
problems of the Norfolk coast while aboard the
Wells life-boat.

by courtesy Motor Boat & Yachting



rescue novices with far too little experience to
venture safely out to sea, but there were also
many rescues of really experienced yachtsmen.
After all, the professional seaman, in his
trawler, coaster, fishing craft and sometimes
even in a big ship, can get into trouble; so it
would be folly for even the most knowledgeable
yachtsman to feel that he will never need help.

Inevitably one hears some complaints from
yachtsmen. Perhaps the commonest is that a
life-boat came and offered help when it was not
needed. Sometimes events have proved that the
yacht was able to look after herself; but that
does not prove that she was in no hazard. Often
enough the life-boat-crew knows that a yacht is
liable to be in great danger, for instance on the
turn of the tide; there have been several cases
where it was easy to take off the crew of a yacht
stranded on an exposed shoal while conditions
were quiet, yet the life-boat crew well know that
once the tide came up to cover the shoals, fierce
seas would drive in making a rescue hazardous.

Then surely it is no sin to offer help when it
proves unnecessary? Neither the R.N.L.I, nor
its life-boat crews have ever charged a penny for
saving life or standing by when life was in
hazard. The laws of property salvage allow any
seaman to make a claim for the salvage of a
boat where it is proved to be in hazard, but the
R.N.L.I, itself has never made such a claim.
There have been cases where life-boat crews
have made and supported such legal claims; but
these are very rare indeed, and in hundreds
of other cases the life-boat has towed to safety
158

On a visit to Beaumaris, North Wales, Eroll Bruce
took the tiller of the local IRB.

by courtesy Motor Boat & Yachting

a damaged yacht for nothing, as well as achiev-
ing the primary task of saving lives.

As an elected representative of yachtsmen,
then, I am satisfied that the R.N.L.I, provides a
superb service to yachtsmen. Of course it is not
the only life-saving organisation, and it would be
far less effective without close co-operation with
the Coastguards. Then helicopters of the defence
services have achieved valuable rescue work;
but this is often most effective in co-operation
with the life-boats; several times I have been
aboard life-boats exercising with helicopters
when some of the crews changed places between
boat and aircraft.

Of course the life-boats could do even better.
Almost every crew I met had some ideas which
might improve their efficiency. Most of these
ideas would cost money, and there is always a
desperate need for this. Yet it is my firm belief
that every pound contributed to the R.N.L.I.
is really effectively used towards its purpose of
saving life at sea.

The key to the whole thing is the quality of
the men who man their life-boats. On the coasts
of England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, the
R.N.L.I, have achieved just that quality. Such
men deserve all the support we can give them,
and for anyone who ever goes to sea himself
it is just plain common sense to give it.



RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

A VITAL SERVICE TO THE

R.N.L.I.

Coastal Radio - the privileged
supplier of M.F. Radio and D.F.
equipment for over 180 R.N.L.I.
Life-boats over the past 17 years.

SELECTED FOR RELIABILITY

COASTAL RADIO LTD.

1 The Causeway,
Maidon, Essex.
Tel: Maidon 3515

Lifeboats depend
on Dagenite

Batteries

So can you.
Dagenite batteries

are used extensively by
the RNLI; and they don't take any

chances. Isn't this the kind of dependability
you want for your car ?

Dagenite dependability starts at only £5.19.0d.

THE WORLD'S MOST
POWERFUL FLASHLIGHT

DYNALITE FLASHES
The world's most powerful flashlight, specially
imported from the U.S.A. This six-cell flashlight
is 80,000 candle power and is entirely waterproof,
made of strong plastic and unconditionally
guaranteed for one year. This is an ideal outdoor
light for every purpose including signalling
and under water boat inspection. As sold to,
and tested by the Royal National Life-boat
Institution. Also approved by the Game Con-
servancy.

E5.OO
Post and Packing 15p (U.K. only)

Write to Dept. J

riiCOGSWELL Er HARRISON LTD
IBB PICCADILLY LONDON wiTei 01 ̂ 331706/016295323
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YLA SECTION

MEMBER MAKES SAVE
MEMBER No. 4992-F, Mr. P. V. Wright, of
Newtownards, Co. Down, in his 28 ft converted
ship's boat Wavechaser effected a dramatic
rescue of three people in a stiff wind and heavy
sea in Strangford Lough on 15th July. We would
like to congratulate him on a fine piece of sea-
manship and express the hope that he has
persuaded the three people concerned to enrol
as members of the Y.L.A.

Mr. Wright, who is a farm manager, made
the rescue in his 28-foot converted ship's life-
boat. He was at the local yacht club when he and
his companions heard cries for help.

Mr. Wright said afterwards: 'We went out
in spite of the bad weather and saw a girl in a
punt crying out and waving frantically to
attract attention. We went towards her and just

as we got there her boat capsized.'
The girl told them that she had gone out with

her brother-in-law to secure their speedboat
which was drifting. She said that after dropping
an oar into the water her brother stripped and
dived in after it.

The girl said that he then swam across to the
speedboat but was unable to climb aboard and
so he headed back towards the shore.

'At this stage', said Mr. Wright, 'a man on the
shore saw the other man in trouble and he too
dived in to help him. On our way back towards
the shore with the girl we picked up the other
two men. One of them was waving but the other
was in no condition to wave.'

Artificial respiration was applied to one of the
men and a doctor was called.

NEW FILM
Towards the end of June, the Association was

actively involved in the production of the film
'Lifeline' sponsored by Martell. Filming took
place at Lymington and involved the Yarmouth
life-boat and the Lymington IRB as well as
some dramatic capsizes of racing dinghies.

The film will be available for sailing club
audiences and others during the coming winter.
Club secretaries wishing to make up their
winter programmes should make early bookings
for a showing of 'Lifeline'.

QUESTIONNAIRE
In the January issue we intend to submit a

simple questionnaire asking for members' views
on the question of Association insignia.

BOAT SHOW
Members attending the International Boat

Show at Earl's Court, 4th to 15th January, 1972
are cordially invited to visit the Association desk
on the R.N.L.I. stand. On Saturday, 8th Jan-
uary, Miss Nicolette Milnes-Walker, who re-
cently sailed the Atlantic single-handed, will be
present at the stand.

by courtesy of Yachting and
Boating Weekly

Do we call out the R.N.L.I. or the
A.A.?



APPEAL
ALL members of the Yachtsmen's Life-boat
Supporters' Association are asked to do their
utmost to follow up the Y.L.A. chairman's
appeal on page 155. Address of the Y.L.A.
office is 29A Castle Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire.
(Tel: Salisbury 6966 (STD 0722).

CODE OF CONDUCT
The Cruising Association, of Chiltern Court,
Baker Street, London, NW1 5TG, have issued
' A Code of conduct for cruising yachtsmen'.

The Code gives advice under the following
headings: Preparing for Sea, At Sea, In Harbour and
Customs.

Preparing for Sea is here reproduced in full:
As skipper you have a moral responsibility to

ensure that your vessel and her crew are so pre-
pared that all are fit to survive the worst
conditions.

Consider especially the following:
Sea cocks, cockpit drains bilge pumps and
adjoining plumbing.
Gas and liquid fuel pipes and joints.
Efficient and adequate means of signalling
distress by night or day.

Aids to indicating the presence of your vessel,
namely white flares, powerful torch, fog horn
and properly sited radar reflector.
Adequate type and number of fire extinguishers
immediately accessible wherever fire may break
out.
Two anchors of suitable size with plenty of chain
and warps.
Reefing gear and other heavy weather equip-
ment.
Lifejackets or effective personal buoyancy and
safety harness for all the crew.
Lifebuoys with marker-lights; if space and funds
permit an inflatable liferaft.
Medical first aid supplies.
Tool kit and spares of all sorts including engine
fuel.
Up-to-date compass deviation table.
Charts, corrected up-to-date, pilot books and
tidal data, not only for the area of your proposed
cruise, but also for adjacent areas where you
may need to seek a harbour of refuge.
Prominent display of your vessel's name.

Copies of the Code may be obtained from the
Cruising Association, price 5p each, 50p for 25
copies, or £1.75 for 100 copies.

C L A S S I F I E D A D V E R T I S E M E N T S

FUND RAISING
BALL PENS for FUND RAISERS. Up to 50% profit on
our printed ball pens. Send lOp for samples and Christmas
Colour Catalogue of over 200 New Fund Raising ideas.
LESWYN CARDS (Dept LB) Sutton Coldfield,
Warwickshire.

TROPHIES
RACE SETS — MAINSAILS — DINGHYS — CUPS
W. & E. Astin, 7 Westerley Lane, Shelley, Huddersfield,
Kirkburton 2368.

Fund raising with 200% profit on outlay! Send stamp for
catalogue of imprinted ball-pens and 20 other quick-
sellers. Provincial Supplies, Chesham, Bucks.

FUND RAISERS!! FREE-Colour catalogue of Christmas
card packs, calendars, decorations, gifts. Highest profits.
Send to-day and raise funds fast with LESWYN (Dept.
LB) Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

FOR SALE
Advertising pencils, superb ball pens, combs, brushes,
each gold stamped Life-boat name, etc., raise funds,
quickly, easily. Bran Tub Toys: samples. Northern
Novelties, Bradford 2 (BD2 3AF).

Raise funds with our bran tub tops, balloons novelties,
fancy hats, punch boards. Send large S.A.E. for whole-
sale lists by return. D. Glover Ltd., Dept. LB1 203 Scholes
Lane, Cleckheaton. Tel. 3450.

TOWING
BRACKETS

Approved by car manufacturers and issued with
fitting instructions. Also shock absorber,
stabiliser and lightweight couplings.

Please save a little for the people who
save a lot—give generously to the
R.N.L.L

C. P. WITTER LTD. CHESTER Tel: 0244-41166
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All contributions for the Institution should be sent to the honorary secretary of the local branch or guild, to
Captain Nigel Dixon, R.N., Secretary, Royal National Life-boat Institution, 42 Grosvenor Gardens, London,
S.W.I (Tel.: 01-730 0031), or direct to the Institution's bankers, Messrs. Coutts & Co., 440 Strand,
London, W.C.2, or National Giro account number 545 4050.

All enquiries about the work of the Institution should be addressed to the Secretary.

Conference 155)
plank and frame wooden construction. Burden-
some sail and displacement-type power yachts
are proper candidates.

The only overlap of applicability occurs in the
case of fibreglass and aluminium. But even here
the decision is easy to make. If appearance is
important and if a small weight penalty can be
accepted, and if many boats are to be built,
fibreglass is the choice. If the duty is severe and
ease of major repair and adaptability are im-
portant, or if few are to be built, then aluminium
is the choice."

Among aids to life-saving at sea on which
papers were written were a Finnish heat-
blanket bag, Japanese fire-fighting appliances,
the Canadian use of hovercraft in search and
rescue, and even a Dutch proposal for training
dolphins to swim round people who had fallen
into the sea and attract the attention of rescuers.
Unfortunately water pollution has up to now
limited the efficacy of the dolphins.

Four papers were presented by the R. N.L.I.
In addition to the one on the 52 ft. boat, there
was a comprehensive presentation of different
types of inshore rescue boats and the problems
arising from their operation. A former delegate
to an international conference, Commander
E. W. Middleton, wrote a paper on volunteer
crews in the 1970s, and Mr. Patrick Howarthj
the Public Relations Officer of the R. N.L.I.,
presented a paper on exchange of information

between life-boat societies.The upshot of the
discussion on this last paper was that it was agreed
to establish an international technical journal
provided the necessary funds could be obtained
from some trust or foundation. This would take
the form of a periodical to be published in
England in the English language, with an
editorial board with representatives from five
life-boat societies. In addition to the R.N.L.I.,
the U.S. Coast Guard and the French, Nether-
lands and Swedish societies have now appointed
their members to the editorial board.

At the end of the conference the delegates
expressed the wish that the 12th international
life-boat conference, which is due to take place
in 1975, should be held in Finland.

Admiral Sir Wilfrid Woods, G.B.E., K.C.B.,
D.S.O., Chairman, led the R.N.L.I, delegation,
supported by the Deputy Chairman, Com-
mander F. R. H. Swann, O.B.E., R.N.V.R., and
the Secretary, Captain Nigel Dixon, R.N. The
Chief Inspector of Life-boats,Lieut.-Commander
W. L. G. Dutton, R.D., R.N.R., was unable to be
present, and the head of the staff representation
on the operational side was Commander Peter
Sturdee, R.N. The other two delegates who
represented Great Britain and Ireland, both of
whom presented papers, were Mr. Patrick
Howarth and Lieut. E. D. Stogdon. Lieut.-
Commander J. A. Douglas, M.B.E., R.N. (Retd.),
represented H.M. Coastguard.

In June a Spanish life-boat delegation, led by the Conde de Toreno, president of the Spanish Red Cross Society,
visited England. Here the party is pictured at Life-boat House, London, with (left to right) Captain Nigel Dixon,
Secretary of the R.N.L.I., Commander F. R. H. Swann, O.B.E., R.N.V.R., deputy chairman of the R.N.L.I., Conde de
Toreno, Mr. Juan A. Tormo, Rear Admiral Enrique Amador and Lieutenant Commander W. L. G. Dutton, R.D.,
R.N.R., Chief inspector of Life-boats.
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CHARITIES AND CHARITY LAW
THERE was a lengthy debate in July ir/thejHouse
of Lords on Charities and Charity Law initiated
by Lord Beaumont of Whitley. The following
are a few excerpts from various speeches which
may be useful for guidance and for quotation
where appropriate:

Lord Beaumont quoted the following sentence
from the report of the Charity Commissioners
for the year 1969: 'No organisation can be a
charity and at the same time include among its
purposes the object of bringing influence to bear
directly or indirectly on Parliament to change
the general law of the land.'

Baroness Macleod of Borve, referring to her
work as chairman of a juvenile court, said: 'I am
quite certain that if some of the young people
who came before me had been more involved in
helping other people, then perhaps they would
not have made my list rather longer than it
usually is.'

Earlier the Baroness said: 'I wish to draw the
attention of the Government to one tax which,
if it were altered, could be of enormous benefit
to charities, perhaps in the not too far distant
future: I refer to the tax on Christmas cards. As
all noble Lords will be aware, many charities,
particularly the large ones, derive considerable
profit from the sale of Christmas cards; but
perhaps not everyone is aware that Christmas
cards attract purchase tax at 96| per cent. This
seems an extraordinarily high rate of purchase
tax which, perhaps, in the fullness of time,
could be reduced.'

Lord Grenfell: 'Our charity organisations,
through devoted workers and voluntary contri-
butions, are saving our country thousands of
millions of pounds . . . They care not for colour
nor creed.'

Lord Nathan: 'Seven-year covenants have
grown up in a most extraordinary way and were
certainly never created for the benefit of
charities. It chanced that they developed in that
direction. The fiscal convolutions involved and
the administrative expense for the donor, the
charity and the Revenue alike make this, so far
as I know, a uniquely complex way of achieving
what is comparatively simple. There is no tax
advantage to the donor as some people seem to
think. Indeed, as in most cases people have only
earned income, entering into a covenant is an
actual tax disadvantage. The advantage is
simply that the charity recovers the income tax
but not the surtax suffered by the donor.

'I feel that it is time for a radical review of the
tax system now that the Green Papers have been
issued, for some further consideration to be
given to this matter and in particular to see
whether it would be acceptable that a system
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similar to that in force in the United States
should be adopted under which a portion of a
person's income could be given to a charity and
that portion would be tax deductible. There is
a point on the Green Paper on value added tax
to which reference was earlier made and where I
would hope that the Government would relieve
charities from all value added tax except of
course in their trading activities, if they have
some. This could be very easily done, by treating
them in the same way as an exporter, by zero
rating.'

Lord Balerno: 'We should adopt a better
system than that of the seven-year covenant for
making donations to charity. We should adopt a
system of tax relief on production of receipts
from charities, which are deducted from the
total income liable to be taxed. Of course, there
must be a ceiling on the amount for which this
can be done.

'I think the noble Lord mentioned that in the
United States and Canada, where this system
works, the ceiling is of the order of 10 per cent of
total income. Such an alteration, I submit,
would be very much more productive than the
seven-year covenant; would be a greater incen-
tive to donors and would give greater net return
to charity. It has the virtue, which again the
noble Lord mentioned, that it could greatly
simplify the matter of tax collection.'

Lord Belstead, Parliamentary Under-Secre-
tary of State, Department of Education and
Science: 'The spirit of charity and service is
nowhere stronger in the community than in the
younger generation.'

B.E.M. Presentation
When Mr. John Davics, M.P., Secretary of

State for Trade and Industry, presented
awards at a ceremony at Lancaster House,
London, in June, Mr. Henry Philcox, the
Second Coxswain of the Shoreham Harbour
life-boat, received the B.E.M. announced in the
New Year Honours.

BIRTHDAY HONOURS
The following coxswains received awards

in the Birthday Honours:
B.E.M.

Coxswain E. G. Williams, Ilfracombe, Devon.
Coxswain W. F. Cottier, Ramsey, I.o.M.
Coxswain J. E. Gawne, Port St. Mary, I.o.M.



Z-BOATS to the rescue. .
Extensively used by the R.N.L.I.
for inshore rescue work, the in-
flatable RFD-GQ PB-16 Z-Boat is
capable of carrying 10 people and
supporting many in excess of that
number. Being inherently buoy-
ant, it is virtually unsinkable and
is designed to travel fast through
heavy seas. Its seaworthiness,
toughness, resilience and speed
have gained the acceptance of
Services throughout the world,
including Police, Fire and Coast-
guard Patrols; Pilotage and Pre-
ventive Services; Marine Survey,
etc.

(NOTE: Standard Z-Boats, in three sizes, are also available for workboat or pleasure purposes.)

COMPANY

RFD-GQ LIMITED
GODALMING, SURREY, ENGLAND
Telephone: Godalmlng 4122 Telex: 85233

Also in: N. Ireland, Australia, Canada, Germany, Holland,
New Zealand, Norway, Spain.

LIFEJACKETS and
LIFERAFTSalso-RFD-
SQ are the leading man-
ufacturers of inflatable
survival aids and a wide
range of jackets and
rafts are available.

PRESENTATION GIFTS
THE WESTCOUIMTRY

"PURITAN"
SERVING SPOON
A spoon of limited manufac-
ture, produced by Wigfull's
for occasions of celebration
and personal importance.

A very fine example of English
craftsmanshipexecuted in solid
sterling silver to a unique and
registered design.

Two spoons in hand-
some presentation
case £15.50

Single spoon in case £8.00
Add 10p for post & packing.

RICHARD B. WIGFULL & SON LTD.
59 North Hill, Plymouth, England

Telephone: 67557

Pyrene
protects
ships and
boats of
all classes

Pyrene
/ protects

the world's greatest
range of

fire safety equipment

THE PYRENE COMPANY LIMITED
Pyrene House
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middx.
Te lephone: Sunbury-on-Thames 85588.
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R.N.L.I.'s
Management Review
THE COMMITTEE of Management of the Institu-
tion decided last year to invite P.A. Manage-
ment Consultants to make a detailed review and
examination (THE LIFE-BOAT, January, 1971) of
the organisation and operations of the R.N.L.I.
This was in accordance with a practice which has
been adopted more than once in the past.

The Chairman of the R.N.L.I., Admiral Sir
Wilfrid Woods, G.B.E., K.C.B., D.S.O., states:
'The R.N.L.I. provides a major national service,
and the Committee takes the view that it owes it
to the Institution's numerous supporters, and
indeed to the nation as a whole, to make sure
that the Institution's affairs are conducted with
the maximum efficiency and economy. The
success of the R.N.L.I. and the quality of its
organisation cannot be judged by the criteria of
profit and loss applicable to a commercial com-
pany, and a periodic examination of the
organisation and its function by qualified
consultants seems to the Committee to be
desirable.

'The decision to call in consultants on this
occasion was taken at a time when the affairs of
the R.N.L.I. had come under detailed scrutiny
during and following a public inquiry, and at a
time too when the Institution had decided to
embark on a major boat-building programme in
the full knowledge that very large sums of extra
money would be needed to implement it.

'The Committee of Management decided to
give the consultants wide terms of reference
which would include an analysis of the opera-
tional aims and requirements of the R.N.L.I.
and its relation to other bodies engaged in
marine search and rescue, as well as a review of
existing organisational methods. In particular it
was clear that the -consultants should investigate
the Committee structure, the functions and
organisation of the permanent staff, fund-
raising methods and the location of the Institu-
tion's offices and depots.

'The management consultants have now
produced their report, and after examining it in
detail the Committee of Management reached
certain decisions. I am therefore taking the
earliest opportunity of conveying the substance
of these decisions to all the station and financial
branches and ladies' guilds of this Institution.

'On the operational side the R.N.L.I. intends
to maintain the existing level of cover of marine
search and rescue, and steps have already been
taken which should achieve closer co-operation
with other national bodies engaged in search
and rescue. In effect, therefore, the consultants
have endorsed the Institution's current opera-
tional plans.
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'A number of organisational changes have,
however, been decided upon. The chief of these
are:

(i) The provision of opportunities for volun-
tary workers to be more actively associated
with decision making through the medium
of area committees to be set up in England,
Ireland and Wales (Scotland, of course,
already has its own council). Special
arrangements will be considered for the
Channel Islands and the Isle of Man.
These new voluntary bodies, provided
they obtain sufficient support, would be
entitled to provide a number of members
of the Committee of Management, whose
own composition will be considerably
varied, some members being elected by
the governors of the Institution at the
annual meeting, others from the area
committees and others by co-option.

(ii) Greater decentralisation of administrative
work with more responsibility given to area
staffs. In particular area staffs will have
more direct budgetary control and involve-
ment in publicity activities. In each area
there will be an office accommodating
both the technical and fund-raising staff,
offering facilities for area committee meet-
ings and housing publicity stores.

(iii) A re-distribution of work within the exist-
ing structure of the permanent staff.
Captain Nigel Dixon, R.N., the present
Secretary, has been formally appointed to
the post of Director and as such will be the
chief executive of the Institution. The staff
will in future consist of one division and
four departments. The Chief Inspector of
Life-boats will be in charge of the division
and will continue to be responsible for
operations and their technical support.
The four departments will deal with fund-
raising; finance; public relations; person-
nel and administration.

(iv) The appointment of voluntary depart-
mental committees. These committees
will enlist the services of skilled advisers in
a variety of fields on a voluntary basis, will
advise the heads of staff divisions and
departments and will report to the
executive committee of the Committee of
Management when appropriate. They
would, in addition, consider questions of
policy when required to do so.

(v) The amalgamation of the existing depots
and their re-location at a new site to which
a number of departments at present
functioning in London will also be
transferred. A suitable site for this is being
sought and the deputy secretary, Mr. J. R.
Atterton, M.B.E., will be appointed as its

continued on page 168
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MANAGEMENT REVIEW (>
manager. A small London office will
continue to be maintained.

(vi) Various changes in existing procedures
affecting accountancy, trading and work-
shop scheduling.

'I am confident that the changes on which we
have decided will be valuable and productive of
greater efficiency, but in making this point I
want to emphasise most strongly that nothing in
the consultants' report or in the decisions sub-
sequently taken by the Committee of Manage-
ment will in any way serve to change the
essential quality and nature of the great
voluntary service which we have been main-
taining for nearly 150 years.

'The consultants indeed paid proper tribute
to the great services rendered by voluntary
workers and voluntary crews. They expressly
stated that one of the greatest strengths of the
Institution was to be found in its voluntary
spirit and status, and they emphasised the

importance of time and effort contributed by
voluntary workers. Then of the crews in parti-
cular they wrote: 'In these people, their calibre,
experience and enthusiasm lies much of the Institution's
strength'.

'The consultants also drew attention to the
great burdens sustained in recent years by the
Institution's permanent staff. Indeed, they
estimated that so far as the head office staff alone
were concerned the amount of work had nearly
trebled in the last eight years, whereas the staff
had been increased only by one-third. In-
evitably some of the changes will cause disrup-
tion to the lives of members of the permanent
staff, and naturally the Committee of Manage-
ment is very much aware of the problems which
will arise in consequence. We do, however,
know that we can count on the loyal co-
operation of our staff in putting the changes into
effect. None of the changes proposed can come
into operation immediately. Much planning and
execution of detail will be required to enable
them to be put smoothly into effect.'

WHY PEOPLE SUPPORT THE
LIFE-BOATS

The principal reason why people support the
Royal National Life-boat Institution is that it
saves lives irrespective of nationality, colour or
creed. The second most important reason is that
the R.N.L.I, provides an efficient, effective
service. These findings emerge from a rather un-
usual form of market research conducted earlier
this year.

At the last International Boat Show held in
London a competition was staged, those buying
tickets being invited to place in order of
preference seven reasons for supporting the
R.N.L.I. The winning entries were those which
corresponded most closely with an order of
preference chosen in advance by the R.N.L.I.'s
Central Appeals Committee. The following
table shows competitors' first choices. The
figures in brackets show the order of preference
of the C.A.C.
1—Saves lives irrespective of nation-

ality, colour or creed . . . . . . 46% (1)
2-Provides an efficient, effective

service 23% (2)
3—Applies the principle of 'greater

love hath no man . . .' . . . . 11 % (4)
4-Is not dependent on the State . . 6% (6)
5-Has volunteer crews 6% (3)
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6-Upholds the traditions of a sea-
faring nation 5% (5)

7-Makes no charge for rescue.. . . 3% (7)
These figures are based on 4,000 completed

entries. The R.N.L.I, now considers it may have
split the vote by including both items 4 and 5,
and probably a truer picture would have been
gained had these been combined. The market
research was carried out at no cost to the
R.N.L.I., for the competitors all paid to enter.

1974
THE YEAR 1974 will be rather special for the

R.N.L.I, as it will commemorate 150 years of
rescuing people in danger around the coasts of
Great Britain and Ireland.

A small working group has been set up at
Life-boat House to plan and co-ordinate the
programme of events for 1974. Commander
E. F. Pritchard, 42 Grosvenor Gardens, London,
S.W.I, is the secretary of this working group and
welcomes any suggestions or ideas that can be
used on a national basis as part of this special
programme.

Miss Lynex
Under the silver badge awards on page 55 of

the April Journal, Miss L. E. Lynes, of
Bournemouth, should have read Miss L. E.
Lynex.



The 52-foot Arun class prototype life-boat during her
Thames visit and (below), Staff Coxswain R. Harding
working the Decca Super 101 radar which she
carries.

• Decca Radar Ltd., Decca House, Albert
Embankment, London, S.E. 1, have been privileged
to provide radar for the R.N.L.I, for eight years.
The Decca 202 series and Kelvin Hughes Type
17 were the first sets to meet all the Institution's
strict operational requirements.

Transistorisation brought great benefits, not
to mention reliability. The display is a little
smaller but the main space gain is with the
transceiver and inverter. Valve-type trans-
ceivers were like small trunks where transistor-
ised ones are attache cases and instead of a
sizeable electric generator one has, in the case of
the D202, an inverter measuring 17 in. x 16 in.
x 8 in. A glance in the cockpit of a life-boat
would convince anyone that there was only
room for the earlier types at the cost of other
equipment. Power consumption was reduced
from about 1,000 watts to 310 (360 in a gale), a
very important point in a life-boat with so many
calls on the available supply.

FIRMS AND THEIR
PRODUCTS

An unrelated but parallel development was
the lightweight slotted waveguide scanner which
did not appear until the late 1950s, the earlier
configurations being much heavier.

The biggest general benefit conferred by
transistorisation was enhanced reliability (saving
of power and space not being so important in
larger vessels) and this is, of course, where the
two radars concerned really score with the
R.N.L.I. Careful records are kept at Decca of
every single radar installation extant (there are
some 35,000 now at sea out of 41,000 sold),
every service visit or ship's report being docu-
mented. These are normally within three weeks
of being up-to-date and, • of course, a vast
amount of feed-back information is afforded to
designers and service personnel.

The advent of transistorisation caused an
immediate and drastic leap in standards of
reliability (now only being improved upon by
the latest solid-state technique) and it is true to
say that with valve equipment it might not have
been worth fitting radar in the testing condi-
tions of a life-boat, certainly not in the smaller
ones.

Nineteen life-boats are equipped with the
D202. D202 has been called 'the work-horse of
the radar world", having put up what is
considered a record of 7,900 sales to date. Here
it may be mentioned that Decca is proud of the
fact that the very first D202 ever, was installed
on and is still giving good service with the
R.N.L.I.'s life-boat The Earl and Countess Howe,
a 48-foot 6-inch Oakley, based at Yarmouth, Isle
ofWight.

The Decca 101 (and Super 101) is smaller
still and used in nine life-boats. It has
a maximum range of 18 miles instead of
24 but this is not usually much handicap since
radar sees almost directly, as the human eye,
and the low vantage point of a life-boat limits
maximum range in any case. The Decca 101 has
its transceiver aloft with the scanner, saving
further wheelhouse space, and an even more
compact display, though the actual picture is
about the same. The Decca records say that this
radar is the most reliable ever produced by the
company, which is mainly on account of its
simplicity. The 101 is approaching the D202's
figure, with sales of 7,300, about equally
distributed between work boats and pleasure
craft.

Some 12,000 Decca D202's and 101's are at
sea in tough commercial circumstances, both
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by courtesy of Decca Navigation Co. Ltd.

A 100-foot length of Avon inflatable tendering bent
and anchored across the mouth of Little Venice,
London, to contain the oil slick.

these rugged little radars finding particular
favour in the tough conditions on the north-east
Scottish coast where, fishermen expect a lot and
are not always the gentlest of operators.

Decca applies the AGREE (American
Government Advisory Group on the Reliability
of Electronic Equipment) procedure to all its
radars. This was originally laid down for the
testing of military and aerospace equipment,
which would have unacceptably expensive
results if it failed. The prolonged environmental
tests (in, for instance, extremes of heat, cold,
humidity, and of vibration dynamic decelera-
tion), are carried out on batches of equipment
under development. Similar prolonged tests are
also carried out on bought-in components.

Lastly, tests are made (as a sort of 'long-stop'
to quality control inspection), on large random
batches of final equipment subsequently taken
from the production line and put on the rack
just to ensure that no production process has
lowered standards. A chance visit to the AGREE
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chamber will reveal an average of ten radars
being cooked (or frozen) at any one time.

Many seemingly bright ideas, new materials
with apparent advantages, less expensive com-
ponents and other apparently attractive in-
novations never get to the prototype stage let
alone into production, because they have been
found wanting, and it is only when all the
AGREE tests have been successfully passed that
a new radar goes on the market.

• A 40 ft. Keith Nelson hull fitted out as a
high speed rescue launch for the Dutch life-boat
service (Koninklijke Noord-en Zuid-Hollandsche
Redding-Maatschappij), was completed at the
Vosper Thorneycroft Group's Portchester, Hampshire,
shipyard in 1969. With a top speed of 28 knots
she is claimed to be the fastest life-boat of her
kind in Europe, (picture page 155).

The new vessel is based on a standard Keith
Nelson design of 40 ft. glass reinforced plastics
hull, similar to one built in 1968 for the R.N.L.I.
which was, however, powered for a top speed of
18 knots.

The Dutch boat's main task is rescue,
primarily offshore in all but the worst weather.
A vessel of this type, is particularly useful for
searching a large area in conditions of poor
visibility when seas are not normally particularly
heavy. The limiting conditions for the operation
of this relatively small vessel, in which the
design emphasis is on speed, are still to be
determined in the light of experience.

0 New inflatable Tendering (Avon Rubber Co.
Ltd., Melksham, Wiltshire), designed to protect
small craft at their moorings, came to the
rescue of the organisers of the recent Boat Afloat
Show when an oil slick threatened London's Little
Venice. The slick drifted down the canal and
rested against a solid boom at the mouth of the
Little Venice basin. Although temporarily
contained, the oil would eventually pollute the
show site as the boom is regularly opened to
allow passage for canal traffic. The answer was
to somehow move the slick through the basin
and into the canal exit downstream.

A 100 ft. length of the Avon fendering pro-
vided the answer. In its normal quayside role
the fendering is ballasted with water and so,
bent into a 'vee', it made an ideal boom which
would not bounce on the water. First captured
and sprayed with detergent, the oil was trans-
ported through the basin in the improvised
boom paddled from a dinghy which also sealed
the open end of the system. At the canal exit
the oil was freed to float downstream where it
subsequently dispersed.



SINCE 1931

LIFE-BOATS HAVE BEEN
BUILT FOR THE RNLI BY

GROVES
AND

GUTTRIDGE
EAST COWES

ISLE OF WIGHT
Tel: Cowes2561

Automatic Pilot
To hold a set course
in most conditions

Repeater Compass
For easy reading
and optimum siting

Electric Capstan
Push-button control
of 1,000 Ibs pull

Anchor Windlass
1,800 Ibs pull from
12-220 volt D.C. supply

Davit Hoist
For dinghies, etc.,
up to 1,500 Ibs lift

Indicators
For Engine Speed,
Rudder Angle,
Battery State

NECO MARINE LTD.
Walton Rd., Eastern Rd., Cosham, Portsmouth,
Hants. PO6 1SZ Tel: Cosham 71711/5 & 731713

International
Yacht Paints

are supplied to protect

R.N.L.I.
Life-boats

in all weather conditions

International Yacht Paints
24-30 Canute Road Southampton

Tel: 0703 24712/3

Own an Osborne

'KINGS WIFT 26'
KING SIZE 4 BERTH CRUISER

GRP in excess of Lloyds requirements
Traditional yacht superstructure and deck

Length 26 ft. Beam 9 ft. 10 in. Draft 2 ft.
Complete craft ready for sea from £3875

or we will supply in kit form.

WILLIAM OSBORNE LTD
ARUN SHIPYARD, LITTLE HAMPTON, SUSSEX

Tel: Littlehampton 39% Grams: Osmarine

) Full headroom
I Seaworthy,

Walk-round deck
Extensive fuel range
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Someone from the Vale of Glamorgan telephoned
the Cardiff office to ask for a collecting box for her
daughter's birthday party. She and her husband were
worried by the fashion that expects bigger and bigger
presents from guests invited to children's parties and
had persuaded their daughter that a donation to the
R.N.L.I. would be nicer than a lot of presents of
passing appeal.

A sponsored walk and horseback ride was run in
conjunction with King's School, Bruton, and the
Bruton branch. The proceeds amounted to about £80.
The idea came from two boys at King's School,
Nicholas Russell and Robert Ironmonger. Sponsor

by courtesy ofj. S. Bedlington

Visitors to Robin Hood's Bay, Whitby, Yorkshire, are
often attracted to this large R.N.L.I. codfish collecting
box which stands at the approach to the beach. Mr.
W. E. Russell is the honorary volunteer emptier of
this unusual collecting box—a cast-iron codfish
which was given by the late Captain and Mrs. Isaac
Mills for this purpose. It has stood at the same site
almost without a break since 1891. Mr. A. Greenwood,
of Abbey Street, Clifton, York, is pictured by the
'fish'.
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sheets were printed and these were distributed by the
boys and the branch. The two boys walked from Bruton
to Robert's home at Wimborne St. Giles, where they
mounted two hunters for a horseback ride to Salisbury.
They then returned to Bruton on horseback via
Nicholas's home at Longbridge Deverill, nr. War-
minster. The round journey was 100 miles. The
branch honorary secretary, Major Talmage, and his
wife kept watch over the boys during the two-day

journey.

In April Mr. J. N. Hapgood, managing
director of Technical and Optical Equipment (London)
Ltd., London, N.7, sent the R.N.L.I. a cheque for
£11. Since May, 1970, the company has sent a total
of £40—a record for local industry. The first two
sums were for £15 and £14 respectively. Mr.
Hapgood is a keen yachtsman.

Mrs. Woodruffe was collecting in the High
Street, Maidenhead, when a young man walked up to
her, put his hand in his pocket, and produced £22 in
notes which he handed to her. 'Are you sure you want
to give it?', she asked. He was sure and departed.

Our attention has been drawn to the fact that in
the January issue of THE LIFE-BOAT we gave a too
modest estimate (£30) as coming from the children at
Ewyes Harold, Hereford. The figure was £59.

Following the joint promotion between Fine Fare
Ltd., Welwyn Garden City, and Birdseye Foods Ltd.,
a cheque for £1,150 was presented in December for
an IRBfor Aberdeen. The boat was officially handed
over at a ceremony at Fine Fare's new superstore at
Bridge of Dee, Aberdeen.

The proceeds of sales of the Giles Christmas card
for 1970, sold through the 'Daily Express', amounted
to over £1,368. A cheque for that given was recently
received from the 'Daily Express'. The R.N.L.I. has
thanked Mr. Giles and 'all other members' of the
newspaper's staff who helped to sell the cards.

The Dingwall ladies' life-boat guild 'Good as
New Shop', held from 6th to 8th May, had a rich
visitor. Just as the shop was about to close a man, who
wished to remain anonymous, had a letter delivered
containing a blank cheque and instructions to make it
out for whatever sum was needed to bring the total up
to £500.
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by courtesy of Daily Express and Manchester
Evening News

Mr. Smith's Club, Brazil Street, Manchester, held a
life-boat evening recently and these girls(above), helped
to make the occasion a memorable one. Proceeds
were given to the R.N.L.I. On the right is Mrs. Ruth
Manrot who was selected as 'Miss Life-boat
1971' by the Withington and Whalley Range branch
of the R.N.L.I.

Hundredth Birthday
Admiral Sir Wilfrid Woods, G.B.E., K.C.B.,

D.S.O., Chairman of the Royal National Life-
boat Institution, sent a telegram of congratula-
tions to Mr. J. C. Clarke, of Gwenfro, Grey-
stone Park, Penmaenmawr, Caerns., who
celebrated his hundredth birthday on 20th
August. Mr. Clarke, who joined the committee
of the Penmaenmawr branch of the R.N.L.I, in
1948, is still an active worker for the life-boat
service and an annual subscriber to the branch.

Indian IRB Crewman
Mr. Rajagopalan Sudarsanam, of Atheling

Grove, South Queensferry, West Lothian, has
been enrolled as a member of the Royal
National Life-boat Institution's Queensferry
IRB crew.

With the possible exception of Atlantic
College in South Wales, where the R.N.L.I.'s
inshore rescue boat is manned by students drawn
from a variety of nations, Mr. Sudarsanam is
believed to be the first Indian enrolled as an
R.N.L.I, crew member. He is an electronics
engineer and has been living in Britain for the
past four years.

Target 100 IRBs
Collections are being organised at over 500

Tesco stores in England and Wales of Green
Shield stamps, the aim being to purchase 10
IRBs for the R.N.L.I.

Branches will be informed if these collections
are being arranged in their areas.

Miss Alice Johnston £30,000 Plus Present
Miss Alice Johnston, who lives in Sussex, it

can now be disclosed, gave £25,000 towards the
cost of the 52-foot prototype Arun class life-boat
which was depicted on page 109 of the July
Journal. On 7th July Miss Johnston, who is 83,
was taken for a half-hour trip aboard her from
Littlehampton.

Miss Johnston has already given over£100,000
to charities.

The Civil Service and Post Office Life-boat
Fund continues to maintain its splendid record
for the R.N.L.I., and in 1970 for the first time
raised over £30,000. In 1970 the Post Office, In-
land Revenue, Ministry of Public Buildings and
Works, Navy Department and the Ministry of
Defence generally contributed £31,350. To
date the Fund, which was set up in 1866, has
paid for 36 life-boats.
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ADMIRAL SIR WILLIAM SLAYTER
• I would like to amplify the very brief
obituary which appeared in the July issue of
THE LIFE-BOAT (page 124). Bill Slayter, who had
a very distinguished career in the Navy in both
world wars, was a most respected member of the
Committee of Management, particularly in the
period 1960-70 when he was chairman of the
operations committee for several years. He was
also chairman of the design sub-committee and
coast review working parties from their incep-
tion in 1960 until he retired from active partici-
pation in the affairs of the Institution some 18
months ago.

His views were progressive and carried great
weight with the Committee of Management.
He had a considerable sense of humour and
though he sometimes expressed himself in a
forthright way he was held in great affection by
his colleagues. He is greatly missed.—F. R. H.
Swann, Stratford Mill, Stratford-Sub-Castle, Salis-
bury, Wiltshire.

Commander Swann, O.B.E., R.N.V.R., is deputy chairman
of the R.N.L.I.

PLENTY LIFE-BOATS
• I have recently read a copy of The Life-Boat
and its Work by Sir John Cameron Lamb
(published in 1911) which makes a very brief
reference to Plenty life-boats.

I am trying to foster an interest within the
company of the past activities of Plenty and this
is one of those landmarks about which we would
like to know more. I was wondering whether
you had any records of Plenty life-boats in your
library?—J. F. Hall-Craggs, Chairman and
Managing Director, Plenty & Son Ltd., Hambridge
Road, Newbury, Berkshire.

The company has already been notified ot the following
sources mentioning J. & E. Fellow Plenty: Britain's Life-
boats by Major A. J. Dawson, The Life-boat Story by Patrick
Howarth, and the Duke of Northumberland's report which
was published in 1871. The then Duke of Northumberland
was President of the Institution and he offered a prize of
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100 guineas for the model of a life-boat and promised the
same sum to cover the cost of building a life-boat accord-
ing to the prize-winning model. Some 280 entries were
received, including a design by J. & E. Fellow Plenty.

MAKE'EM BIG
O According to January's issue of THE LIFE-
BOAT, there are 6,300 members of the Y.L.A.
Nobody looks for, expects, or welcomes trouble,
but the most careful of us may need help some
time or other, however experienced we may be.

There are life-boat crews who are prepared to
drop their work and go out to help anyone. I
do not know the routine at all concerning
salvage. A 14-footer won't fetch much: there is a
vast difference between my little outfit and a
20,000 tonner. This is beside the point. The
point is, whoever is in need of help, life-boatmen
are prepared to drop everything at the cry for
help. Not only these, but the coastguards, too,
have their fair share on a call out; therefore,
what about us doing our bit to help?

All aircraft have numbers allocated to them,
and placed where it can do the most good—
large letters on the side of the plane. We, too,
have a number, a little pink card has it on, but
in our pocket it won't do much good. I suggest
we put it where it can do most good, on the side
of the boat as large as the boat will let us.

At least let's try to help those who will, if
needed, turn out in filthy weather to help us.
Also telephone the Coastguard station where
you propose to sail from, as I do. . . . If you get
the reception I get you have a surprise coming.
—H. G. Fewell (Y.L.A. No. 3354-F), St. Mary's
Road, Swanley, Kent.

SHIPS' FIGUREHEADS
• There are three or four of us interested in
locating ships' figureheads and between us we
have noted nearly 500. Mind you, as the
'sightings' were recorded over many years, some
of the earlier ones may have now gone.



The latest edition to our research group is a
14-year old girl from Debenham who has
become a veteran figurehead seeker in only a
year. She has featured in several papers, which
have shown the lovely miniature figureheads she
makes from Plasticine.

The 'nerve centre' is an American who gave
us all the encouragement to pursue this hobby,
and through him we exchange 'sightings' which
he catalogues. He actually covers the world but
as an ex-Geordie he has a special interest in the
United Kingdom.

The figurehead which started me off was the
Port Stanley at Troon, which is located in a
cottage within 100 yards of the life-boat station.
The Port Stanley - she was built in 1890 - was
broken up at Troon harbour in 1924.—Philip N.
Thomas, Moorfoot Avenue, Thornliebank, Renfrew-
shire.

THE LIFE-BOAT has received many letters about ships'
figureheads since the publication of the illustrated article
on the subject in the January issue. Mr. Thomas' letter
must for the time being close the subject.

THURSO NAMING
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen

Mother named the new Thurso life-boat—-a
48-foot 6-inch Solent class boat—on l l th
August, by the Hotel Quay, Scrabster Harbour.
Named The Three Sisters, she was paid for by an
anonymous gift.

The Duke of Atholl, Convenor of the
Scottish Life-boat Council, delivered the boat to
the crew of the Thurso life-boat station.
Captain A. A. Munro, honorary secretary of the
Thurso branch, accepted the life-boat on behalf
of the branch. The Queen Mother then named
the life-boat after a service of dedication.

The new boat is steel hulled, is self-righting
and cost about £70,000. Also visiting Thurso for
the ceremony was the prototype 52-foot Arun
class life-boat which is currently undergoing
trials.

A photograph of The Queen Mother at the
wheel of the Thurso boat will appear in the
January Journal.

NEW RANGE OF QUALITY GIFTS

FOR THE first time, we are introducing two
items which we hope will be more than
souvenirs and fall into the category of
suitable gifts. For men, there is an attrac-
tive set of hand-made cuff-links with the
R.N.L.I. motif in gilt and enamel and
mounted in a presentation box, selling at
£1.75 per pair. For the ladies, there is an
R.N.L.I. cook book compiled from recipes
which have been contributed from mem-
bers of our branches and guilds, selling
at 50p. Two recipes have been kindly
donated by the Galloping Gourmet. In

this issue of THE LIFE-BOAT is a mail order
form for those gifts which are being
managed by our office in York. Apart from
the manufacture, the entire organisation
is being handled by the Institution so that
the modest profit will be a valuable
contribution to life-boat funds. If these
gifts prove popular, they will be made
available to branches and guilds in 1972
for sale at fund-raising functions, and will
be supplied at a reduced price so that the
profit can be credited in the same way as
the existing range of souvenirs.
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A recent aerial photograph of the Padstow life-boat
station with its 240-foot long slipway.

by courtesy of Ministry of Defence

ALTHOUGH I had been to Padstow, Cornwall,
years ago on holiday, the visit I paid in July this
year for the purpose of this article was the first
since then, I found, as before, a bustling village
in high summer and, some miles way, the life-
boat station down how many 'steps?—well, I
didn't count them but I'd say close on 150.

As I arrived at Padstow at dawn from
Bodmin Road, where the night sleeper put me
out, I saw the village wake up and, unlike
London, it does this most gracefully, keeping
the hungry traveller waiting until past nine for
breakfast! But it is well worth waiting for.

With time on rny hands before meeting Mr.
H. H. Lobb, the honorary secretary, who is a
native of Padstow and has been associated with
R.N.L.I. activities for the past 11 years, I
wandered round the harbour looking for life-
boat signs. There were well placed life-boat
collecting boxes on both sides of the harbour,
and interesting up-to-date local wreck charts,
one of which is reproduced on page 180.

Elsewhere steps had been taken to protect
holidaymakers against taking risky holiday
trips in overloaded boats. A painted board on
the South Quay—it was erected by the Padstow
Harbour Commissioners—listed fishing boats
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PADSTOW,,,
BY CHRISTOPHER ELLIOTT
and speed boats by name which were licensed to
carry not more than 12 passengers.

There have been two life-boat stations at
Pasdstow, the No. 1 station being established
before 1825 and the No. 2 station in 1899. The
R.N.L.I. took over full control of the station in
1856. In 1962 No. 2 Station was closed. Today
the remaining station is located at Mother Ivey's
Bay, Trevose Head, having been resited from
Hawker's Cove, Padstow, in 1967 due to silting.

The decision to resite the station at Trevose
Head followed careful wave recordings taken
over a period of two years which showed it
would be possible to launch the life-boat in any
conditions.

The building of the new station—it cost over
£140,000—gave the engineers many problems,
weather conditions always being a major factor
to contend with. Work began early in 1966 by
the building of a quarter mile road across the
fields to the cliff edge overlooking the slipway
site 100 feet below. Next, a five ton derrick with
a 150-foot jib was put up on the cliff edge and a
military trestling staging erected on the beach.

From this staging the head of the slipway was
constructed. A mobile gantry on top of the slip-
way cantilevered forward to enable the re-
mainder of the piles to be placed in position and
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Above: Plaque on the James and Catherine
Macfarlane stating that the cost of the boat was
defrayed by a gift from Mr. Robert F. Macfarlane in .
memory of his father and mother, (top right) Early
stages in the building of the new Padstow life-boat
station and slipway, (right) Coxswain Gordon Elliott
looking at the slate plaque on the cliff above the
station recording the planned unveiling by the late
Princess Marina, Duchess of Kent, who, however, had
to hand over to her son, the Duke of Kent, at the last
minute, (below) Padstow's 48-foot 6-inch Oakley self
righting life-boat photographed from the air.

by courtesy of Ministry of Defence and E. Thomas &
Co. Ltd.

the rest of the slipway structure to be built 'over
hand' about 300 feet to seaward to below water
mark. Length of the slipway—the longest at any
life-boat station in the British Isles-—-is 240 feet.

The Padstow station, when the inshore
rescue boat stations are closed for the winter, has
a coastline to protect of about 90 miles. When I
asked Coxswain Gordon Elliott how long on
average they took to man the life-boat from the
sounding of the maroons, he said: "Well, we
reckon that a 3 a.m. call on a winter's day will
get us those five odd miles to the life-boat
station, and down the steps, in the space of 16
minutes. The drill is that some members of the
crew and helpers we pick up in the Land-Rover

out of Padstow, members of crew and helpers
living near the station, block difficult roads and
lanes to give us free passage."

The history of the Padstow life-boat station is
studded with courageous rescues great and small.
Apparently one of the most outstanding rescues
was undertaken by the life-boat Arab, under
Coxswain William H. Baker, on 12th November,
1911, and, asthephotographonpage!79shows, it
made the front page of The Daily Mirror for
15th November when the paper cost a modest
halfpenny.

The caption under the picture states: 'A
noble deed was performed by a volunteer life-
boat crew at Pasdstow, Cornwall. Two vessels
were seen approaching the harbour during a
fierce gale, and the crew of the life-boat Arab
was summoned. Residents of Hawker's Cove,
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The Padstow steam life-boat James Stevens No, 4
photographed in 1899 and a year before she capsized
on 11th April, 1900, with the loss of eight of her crew.
(Left) The Padstow life-boat Arab pictured on 11th April,
1900, after a tremendous sea had driven her
ashore while trying to help the ketch also on the rocks
in the background. (Below) A gracious picture taken
during the first decade of this century showing an
early Padstow life-boat being drawn by horses.

where the life-boat house is situated, quickly got
the boat afloat, and the crew, having arrived
from Padstow, set out.

'They rescued the crew of the first vessel, the
Island Maid, which struck the dreaded Doom
Bar, and brought them ashore.

"Meanwhile the second vessel, the Angele, of
Brest, also struck the bar, but the men after one
attempt declared that it was impossible to reach



The Daily Mirror
THE MORNING JOURNAL WITH TMB SECOND LARGEST NET SALE

\ v r r > N F - ; i > \ Y NOVI \1n i -K is. inn One

WONDERFUL^ HEROISM DISPLAYED BY CORNISH VOLUNTEER LIFEBOATMEN WHO
'RESCUED THE CAPTAIN OF A FRENCH SAILING VESSEL.

the doomed vessel. Coxswain YV. Baker then got
together a volunteer crew, who rescued the
captain from the rigging.

'(1) The Arab and its crew, (2) Captain
Lazac, of the Angele, (3) the two wrecks: (Y) the
Angele, (Z) the Island Maid, (4) The volunteer

crew, which included a police constable'.
Cyril Noall and Grahame Farr in their book

Wreck and Rescue Round the Cornish Coast, The
Story of the North Coast Life-boats noted that the
Arab from the Island Maid got the crew of five
and her skipper, Captain J. T. Kinch. The
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rescue of survivors, if any, still left on the Angele
proved much more difficult as the original life-
boat crew, though they tried to row for the
stricken vessel, were too exhausted from the
first service. At Hawker's Cove there were
crowds of spectators but no volunteers came
forward. It was then that Captain A. Mitchell
of the R.N.L.I, steam tug Helen Peele and Police
Constable Turner arrived on the scene and at
once volunteered to go out with tugmen,
trawlermen and fishermen who formed the
scratch crew.

'These men', Cyril Noall and Grahame Farr
noted, 'sublimely overcoming their lack of
practice in pulling so large a boat, made a

Padstow has two up-to-date local wreck charts on
display round the harbour.

desperate effort and reached the wreck, now
submerged save for her rigging. The captain of
the Angele, who must have been a very athletic
man, dived into the sea and swam towards
them wearing a lifebelt. His action made it un-
necessary to adopt the dangerous procedure of
going alongside, for he was able to explain in
broken English that he was the only survivor'.

Three times in the history of Padstow there
have been life-boat accidents. The first occurred
on 6th February, 1867, when the second Albert
Edward life-boat—a gift of the City of Bristol
Life-Boat Fund—capsized while assisting an
American schooner wrecked on Doom Bar. Five
of the life-boat's crew of 13 lost their lives.



Twice misfortune struck the station on 11 th
April, 1900. The life-boat Arab, while at anchor
close to a stranded ketch, was struck by a
tremendous sea which washed eight of her crew
overboard and broke nine of the 10 oars.
Fortunately the men were able to regain the
boat but the Arab became a total loss on the rocks.

The steam life-boat James Stevens No. 4, which
went out after the Arab, was also hit by a
tremendous sea. She was spun broadside to the
seas and was tumbled over, keel upwards, in an
instant. The seven men in the cockpit were
flung clear, but the four men battened below,
at the engines and the boilers, were trapped.
Altogether eight of the crew lost their lives.

And the record of local bravery lives on.
For on 23rd November, 1965, Coxswain
Elliott, who had been appointed a year earlier,
won the Institution's silver medal for the
rescue of two men from the fishing vessel Deo
Gratias.

Conditions were such that it was impossible
to pass a towline and by then the fishing vessel
was settling rapidly by the stern. So Coxswain
Elliott waited for a lull and put the bow of the
life-boat against the fishing boat's starboard
quarter. The two men were hauled aboard, but
before he could go astern a heavy sea rolled the
fishing boat under the bow of the life-boat. The
life-boat—she was the Joseph Hiram Chadwick—
crashed through her bulwark on to the deck.

As in many life-boats today, fathers and sons
are among the crew of Padstow's 48-foot
6-inch Oakley James and Catherine Macfarlane
which was named by the Duke of Kent on
behalf of his mother, the late Princess Marina,
Duchess of Kent, on 19th July, 1968.

Other crew members are: Second Coxswain
Trevor R. England, Mechanic Eddie Murt,
Crew Members Bill Tummon, Riekie Tummon,

Arthur May, Phillip May, Peter Poole, Alf
Prosser and Mike Hughes. Then there is Signal-
man Jack Brenton, Head Launcher Arthur
Permewan, Winchman Ernie Bennett, Assistant
Winchman Ian Kendall, with Mr. Pat Rabey
and Mr. Harry Brenton on recovery. The
Medical Officer is Dr. M. Rees.

The 200-strong Padstow ladies' life-boat guild
plays a big part in the fund-raising side of the
station, and last year they raised £1,250 by
their efforts.

Padstow in winter has a resident population
of about 2,000 but in the summer this increases
to 8,000 to 10,000.

Mr. Lobb told me: 'Padstow does not get a
mass flow of visitors in the summer. We attract
families, whose children grow up, and then they
in turn return with their families. We are, I
suppose, self-generating so far as visitors go.'

As already stated, my visit to Padstow took
place in high summer. Some of the old salts I
met in a local inn made it clear to me that I
should not leave Padstow without getting firmly
into my head that there was another side to the
place.

'You be from London?' said one of the old
men.

I said I was.
'Know anything about the sea?' asked

another.
I replied that my work made me read about

the sea.
The first verse of Ethel Fielding's poem 'The

Wreck of the Padstow Life-boats'—she wrote it
in 1900—gives a clue:

' Twas night on the coast of Cornwall,
And fiercely raged the deep.
When rockets sped through the startled air,
And banished thoughts of sleep.

'Snowball' Parties
The following idea for 'snowball' dinner

parties has come from the Younger Committee
of the Central London Women's Committee: each
member who is prepared to take part in this project
gives 75p and invites a number of friends, who are
themselves in turn prepared to give a dinner party in
aid of the R.N.L.I. (this fact must be explained to
the friends concerned). Each guest pays 75p to
the host/hostess (who does not, of course, pay
when giving his/her party as he/she will have
already done so as a guest).

The first round of dinner parties will be for
five guests, the second for four, the third for
three, the fourth for two and the last for one

guest. After attending a dinner party each
guest becomes a host/hostess for the next round
and so on.

Each member of the committee taking part is
responsible for collecting the money from their
initial guests and should then send a cheque
made out to the R.N.L.I., to Miss V. Edey at Life-
boat House.

Ex-Coxswain Allchorn
The death has occurred of ex-Coxswain T.

Allchorn, of Eastbourne, who served as boat's
officer for 11 years.
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Squadron-leader John Weaver, Officer Commanding,
No. 22 Squadron, photographed at the controls of a
Westland Whirlwind Mk. 10 helicopter during the
flight between R.A.F. St. Mawgan and R.A.F.
Chivenor.

LIFE-BOATMEN all over the country at one time or
another have read about, or even participated
in, a rescue carried out by an R.A.F. helicopter.
From time to time, too, helicopters make the
headlines, not for some dramatic rescue, but
because military requirements have meant the
departure from an area of a helicopter detach-
ment of long standing.

One of Britain's helicopter squadrons (the
other is No. 202 with headquarters at R.A.F.
Leconfield, Yorkshire), is No. 22 at R.A.F. St.
Mawgan, Cornwall. The squadron, which was
formed as far back as 1915 and in World War II
won a Victoria Cross', has its headquarters at St.
Mawgan. Here this almost self-contained unit
looks after its helicopters and controls three
detachments - at R.A.F. Chivenor, North
Devon, Valley, Anglesey, and Thorney Island,
Hampshire.

In July the Journal spent a day with 22
Squadron at St. Mawgan. The Westland Whirl-
wind Mk. 10, which forms their equipment,
carries a crew of three - pilot, navigator/winch
operator and winchman. It has a maximum
air speed of 95 knots with an operating radius of
90 nautical miles in still air. It can rescue up to a

TWENTY-TWO'S
WATCH
maximum of four survivors at maximum range.
However, its lifting capability is governed by
the fuel load.

The record of 22 Squadron since 1960 is
interesting and in a way follows the changing
pattern of R.N.L.I, calls. Over the past ten
years its helicopters have flown 4,698 sorties and
joined in 2,521 rescues. Last year they flew 374
sorties for 177 rescues.

The badges on this page and the facing page show
(above), No. 22 Squadron's with the motto 'Valiant
and Brave' and (right), the R.A.F. Air Sea Rescue
badge designed by 15-year-old Christopher Foan, of
Woolton, Liverpool, which won him a prize of £100.
The badge, in red, white and blue, depicts an airman
lifting a survivor to safety—a black silhouette set
inside a life-belt. The badge is displayed on vehicles
used by helicopter crews.

by courtesy of Ministry of Defence

Broken down the records for 1970 show calls
as follows: aircraft ten sorties for four rescues;
swimmers 46 for 11; small craft 115 for 42;
marooned persons and cliff rescues 71 for 75
and so on.

Thus it is clear that the prime R.A.F. role -

• From the North Devon Journal-Herald for 8th July, 1971 - 'A helicopter from R.A.F. Chivenor, the
R.N.L.I, inshore rescue craft and a fast rescue boat from Instoui helped the lifeguards search the southern area of the
beach. After two-and-a-half hours the search was called off. But as the helicopter made a final pass over the surfline
the body was spotted floating in about five feet of water.'
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saving their own men from aircraft — has been
overshadowed by calls of a civilian nature. It is
this work, gladly undertaken by the R.A.F. over
the years as good practice, which has led a large
section of the public to assume - wrongly - that
the military helicopter is part and parcel of the
present day civilian rescue service as at present
constituted.

In the course of rny visit to St. Mawgan,
which is an important Strike Command base
with anti-submarine commitments under the
command of Group-Captain P. M. Harvey, I
was taken on a routine flight in Whirlwind
XP361 up to Chivenor. We flew over land on
the outward flight and altered height several

Honing

Thorney Isla
X

Plymouth ^Portland

Culdrose '&r Falmouth

times to fit into aircraft movements - some at
low level - near the borders of Cornwall and
Devon. Fortunately visibility was excellent but,
nevertheless, I found difficulty in picking up and
holding the darting Hawker Hunters.

Chivenor - an active base - was reached and
the landing made by 22 Squadron's detachment

Map of south-west England showing the location of
military rescue units including No. 22 Squadron at
R.A.F. St. Mawgan, Cornwall. .

by courtesy of Flight International

which, as elsewhere, is accommodated in sur-
roundings that help a lot to ease the inevitable
boredom of waiting for a call. The history of 22
Squadron is well documented on the walls, and,
here again, it helps to breed that most important
feeling of pride in belonging to a unit with tradi-
tions.

Squadron-Leader John Weaver, the C.O. of
22 Squadron, who is a Cranwell-trained pilot
with experience of sea and jungle work in heli-
copters, including a spell in Borneo, returned to
St. Mawgan along part of the rocky coast. At

A photograph taken from the cockpit of the Whirlwind helicopter as it approached to land at the detachment at
R.A.F. Chivenor, North Devon. Other detachments of 22 Squadron are located at Valley, Anglesey, and Thorney
Island, Hampshire.
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Fine weather cumulus forming over the cliffs and sea during the flight up to R.A.F. Chivenor on a hot July day
and (right), H.Q. sign at 22 Squadron's site at R.A.F. St. Mawgan.

Appledore, North Devon, we hovered for a
short while near the moored life-boat; then
continued by way of Hartland Point, Bude,
Tintagel Head (King Arthur's Castle), Bos-
castle and Padstow where (as described on
page 176), there is a 48ft. Bin. Oakley life-boat.

The weather was fine and the sea tropically
clear. As we flew round coves and looked into
caves Squadron-Leader Weaver kept a look-out
for the stray holidaymaker in trouble. 'There's
always a chance', he said, 'that we shall come on
someone needing help.'

To my comment that the particular piece of
coast must reek with smugglers' yarns, my pilot
said: 'Long ago, when helicopters were very
young, it is said that fishermen never objected if
lobster pots were placed in otherwise unfished
and awkward places!'

Soon we were back in the St. Mawgan landing
pattern, the air full of controllers' crackle. Then
we were over the base with its white Hawker
Siddeley Nimrods - the world's first pure jet
maritime reconnaissance aircraft. However, in
the foreseeable future the R.A.F. does not intend

to use the Nimrod for SAR work and, once St.
Mawgan has been completely re-equipped,
long-range searches will fall entirely to the
newly-developed Avro Shackleton squadron at
R.A.F. Honington, Suffolk.

An R.A.F. officer unconnected with search
and rescue told me quite recently: 'I have the
feeling that there is a growing public awareness
and interest in the rescue services in the United
Kingdom, and certain dissatisfaction with the
present organisation. It would not surprise me
to see some fairly startling changes in the
future.'

Whatever the outcome may be the R.N.L.I.
can rest assured that the men of the helicopters -
they are a highly professional force - won't be
bothered about who gets to the scene first. All
they are concerned about is that someone gets
there as quickly as possible. After all, didn't a
helicopter from Chivenor (p. 182), in a final pass
over the surfline, find the body of a missing man
off Croyde, North Devon, on 6th July when all
the other rescue services had searched in
vain?—C.R.E.

HOW THE WINCHMAN OPERATES
• The normal rescue is achieved by means of a standard NATO strop made of flax webbing cushioned by rubber.
This strop is connected to the winch hook by two D rings. The winch cable has a useable length of 60ft. and a
maximum load limit of 400 Ib.

• The winchman wears a rescue harness similar to a bosun's chair which gives him complete freedom ofmanouvre
when suspended on the hook. The winchman is equipped with a grabbit hook which consists of a hook on the end of
a short chain enabling him to make initial contact with a survivor by hooking on to the hooks of a life jacket. The
other end of the grabbit hook is attached to the main winch hook by a D ring.
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The Westland Sea King, with its greater cabin capacity-long-range (600 m)-
high speed-twin-engine safety—boat hull for emergency alighting-
advanced search radar, navigation and
auto-stabilisation systems—all weather
operation from ship or shore by day and night —
is today's most powerful and advanced
search and rescue helicopter.

Westland
WESTLAND HELICOPTERS YEOVIL ENGLAND
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by courtesy of Ministry of Defence
Hawker Siddeley Nimrod—the world's first pure jet
maritime reconnaissance aircraft—of No. 120
Squadron, R.A.F. Kinloss, Morayshire (left), the
well-tried Avro Shackleton used for search and
rescue (right), R.A.F. rescue/target towing
craft, (below), Westland Sea King helicopter
from R.N.A.S. Culdrose Cornwall, on exercise
with the Coverack life-boat. Sea Kings are just coming
into service in this country.

CO-OPERATION
Readers of THE LIFE-BOAT will
remember the illustrated feature in
the January, 1971, number covering
the night exercise undertaken by the
Buckie, Banffshire, life-boat and
No. 120 Squadron, R.A.F. Kinloss.
Flight-Lieutenant C. A. Pomeroy,
of 120 Squadron, writes: On 14th
June the experience gained during
this exercise was put to good use
when a crew from the same squad-
ron was scrambled to assist the
Buckie life-boat in the search for
the yacht'Laperouse'in gravedanger
of sinking 20 miles WNW of Kin-
nairds Head. The Nimrod's rapid
search capability was used to sweep
out the offshore area while the
'Laura Moncur' searched closer to
the Banffshire coastline. The dis-
abled vessel was, in fact, found by
the life-boat and towed to safety.
However, communications and co-
operation between the 120 Squadron
aircraft and the 'Laura Moncur' had
stood the test of being used in
anger—practice had made perfect!



Cheaper marine diesel
engines give you a lot
more than Parsons.

Quite a lot of marine diesel
engines are cheaper than Parsons.

Initially.
But the price tag isn't the

only criterion when you're
buying a marine diesel engine.

Not by a long chalk.
Things like performance,

precision, reliability and
operational economy come into
it.

And that's where Parsons
marine diesel engines really come
into their own.

You see, the way we look at it,
we're sure you'd rather pay a
little more now than a lot more

That's why we spend more
time making our engines.

That's why we use only the
best materials.

And that's why we build our
engines to the highest possible
standard.

Because, in the long run,
we're sure you'll agree the extra
is worth the extra.

Right now Parsons have a
choice of four marine diesel
engines.

With a power range from
-47-175 SHP.

Those of you who have already

dealt with us already know that
we've 70 years experience in
marine diesel engines, that our
engines are approved by every
classifying authority, that they
have the backing of our vast
technical resources and that we
have complete service facilities
in every maritime country in the
world.

And, as if all that wasn't
attractive enough, that our
engines are more readily
available than ever.

In fact, it's true to say that
there's only one thing missing
from Parsons engines,

Trouble*

The Parsons
Engineering
Company
Limited

Sales Office:
37/41 Bedford Row,
London. WCI.

Helen Street,
Glasgow, SWI.



A small
service to help
a great one
Rentokil is proud to have helped
in the renovation of a number
of R.N.L.I, stations and to have
served an Institution whose
own traditions of service are
without parallel.

RENTOKIL
FELCOURT, EAST GRINSTEAD, SUSSEX

Rentokil guards your property

BEETLE DRIVE
THE WRECKERS recently returned to the popular
Devonshire holiday resort of Ilfracombe, but
these particular plunderers were strictly land-
lubbers who had managed to smuggle their way
into timbers within the local life-boat station.

It was Mr. R. Hanney, timber infestation
surveyor for Rentokil Laboratories Limited,
Plymouth, who first identified the wreckers of
wood as the common- furniture beetle (anobium
punctatum). The roof timbers, cat-walk and
certain crewmembers' lockers all showed evi-
dence of attack. Following Mr. Hanney's report
and recommendations, Rentokil were com-
missioned to carry out the task of eradication.

A team of skilled technicians moved in with
special equipment to deal with the culprits. It
was necessary for the life-boat to be towed from
the station on to the small quay, to facilitate
treatment within the station, and items such as
waders, life-jackets and oilskins were also
removed from the roof hangers. The walls were
swatched in plastic dust sheets for protection
while the affected timbers were cleaned down.
The technicians then sprayed the timbers with
penetrating insecticide. This will serve a dual
purpose: it will completely eradicate the exist-
ing attack, and prevent reinfestation. Rentokil
guarantee their work for 20 years.
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Posthumous Awards
Early this year at a private ceremony held at

Longhope, Orkney, posthumous awards for
gallantry were presented by The Duke of Atholl,
Convenor of the Scottish Life-boat Council, and
a member of the Committee of Management of
the Royal National Life-Boat Institution, to the
widows and mother of the eight life-boatmen
who lost their lives on 17th March, 1969.

The men who died when the Longhope life-
boat T.G.B. capsized in heavy seas when
answering a call from the Greek steamship Irene
were: Coxswain Daniel Kirkpatrick, Second
Coxswain James Johnston, Bowman Daniel R.
Kirkpatrick, Mechanic Robert Johnston,
Assistant Mechanic James Swanson and Crew
members Robert Johnston, John T. Kirkpatrick
and Eric S. McFadyen.

The posthumous awards were conferred on
these life-boatmen by the Academy of Athens
on 29th June, 1969, and at the request of the
men's families the British Ambassador in
Athens received the awards on their behalf.

Newsletter Launched
The Norwood and district branch of the

R.N.L.I, launched in August the first issue of
their newsletter Lifelines.

The newsletter contains the first of a series of
articles on gold medal rescues, the inaugural
one being an account of the wreck of the Indian
Chief in 1881 off Ramsgate, Kent.

Lifelines is available free to all members of the
Norwood and district branch of the R.N.L.I.,
and membership costs 25p per year. Applica-
tions for membership should be made to the
honorary secretary, Mr. R. J. Wright, Bank
Flat, 341 Norwood Road, S.E.27.

LIFE-BOAT UP THAMES
The paragraph headed 'Life-boat Up Thames'

on page 149 of the July Journal referred, of
course, to Kingston and Surbiton. It had been
planned that those mentioned should be there,
but in fact they were not, and the 'mystery
VIP' who accompanied the Mayor in the
Eastbourne life-boat was Dick Emery.

Donations and takings realised a net sum of
about £1,375 and it is now known that the
Kingston and Surbiton branches of the R.N.L.I.
are the joint donors of the IRB at Rye, Sussex.

A large party from Kingston and Surbiton
and from the London river yacht clubs visited
Rye harbour on 8th August. The Mayor of
Kingston (Alderman John Harrison) unveiled a
commemorative plaque on the door of the
boat house.



BOOK CORNER

• E. C. B. Lee, O.B.E., c.Eng., F.R.I.N.A., and
Kenneth Lee, M.B.B.S., L.R.C.P., M.R.G.S., D.I.H.,
are to be congratulated on their book Safety and
Survival at Sea, (Cassell & Co., price £2.50). A
vast amount of time has been taken to compose
a most comprehensive anthology which contains
accounts of survival since man first attempted to
travel by sea. It must be remembered that in
most cases the facts have been distorted by the
survivor's physical condition, in some cases to
the extent of delirium, through exposure, de-
hydration and starvation. It is impossible for
one person to review a book which covers such a
multitude of subjects — seamanship, fire-fighting,
ship construction and design, damage control,
communications, life-saving equipment and
emergency medicine. While I enjoyed reading it
and learnt a lot from it, it would appear more a
book of reference than a textbook. The
publishers suggest that it should be used by
numerous organisations as a textbook, but most
of these have their own specialised teaching
manuals, and one cannot imagine this book
superceding the Ministry of Defence Seamanship
Manual or the excellent handbooks on survival
which are already in use for scouts and others
taking part in the Duke of Edinburgh's Awards.

From a medical point of view it is fairly
comprehensive, but does not compare with
Exploration Medicine published by John Wright &
Sons. Dr. Lee does not mention external cardiac
massage as an essential part of resuscitation. The
senior author makes only a small reference to
one of the commonest accidents at sea, the
capsizing or 'knock down' of small sailing boats.
Most sailing schools would criticise him for not
giving more details on how to right a dinghy and
he makes no reference to the importance of
having an adequate bailer or bucket. As
secretary of the R.N. Life Saving Committee he
has more knowledge of the work done on life
jackets in recent years than most people, but he
does not do justice to this subject. Although one
cannot help criticising it, it is a book I shall
certainly read again.'—F.W.B.

• With the publication of Dunbar Life-boat
Station (copies may be obtained, price 20p, from
Dr. W. J. Guild, Anchorholm, 188 Grange
Lodge, Edinburgh, EH9 2DZ, or Mr. W.
Gilmour, 'Viewforth', North Road, Dunbar,
East Lothian) Dr. Guild has added to his many
other voluntary services to the R.N.L.I. by
producing an admirable short history of the
Dunbar life-boat station. The story is a
fascinating one, dating back to the year 1808,
when the first Dunbar life-boat came into
service and was called out to effect its first
rescue the day after becoming operational.

In addition to recounting outstanding rescues
by the various life-boats stationed at Dunbar,
Dr. Guild gives much other interesting historical
information. The life-boat which went to
Dunbar in 1865 was, we learn, presented by a
direct descendant of William Wrallace, and the
day of her arrival at her station was declared a
public holiday. Excellent photographs of
different periods are included, and the story is
finally brought up-to-date by the revelation that
the inflatable IRB now stands in the place in the
boathouse once occupied by the old pulling and
sailing life-boats.

One criticism which may be offered is that
the author is so modest that he does not even
append his name to this most useful short
work.—P.H.

0 Seamanship in Small Open Boats, by Ken
Duxbury (Pelham Books, £2.25), covers a wide
variety of seafaring subjects in some detail. In-
deed, the most obvious criticism might be
levelled against the title, which really gives little
idea of the real scope of the book. Not every sea-
man will agree with all Ken Duxbury's opinions
and perhaps it would be strange if they did,
since 'Different ships, different long splices' has
always applied in nautical matters. It is suffi-
cient that there is a mass of useful and interest-
ing information and some sensible instruction in
this book and it is good value for any yachting
and boating man, whether he favours small
open boats or majestic schooners for his cruising.

Wrhether some of the navigational arrange-
ments suggested are necessary or really practical
in a small open boat must be open to question.
Small sailing craft move slowly and draw very
little water so that cross bearings, running fixes
and vertical sextant angles can rarely be neces-
sary. For coastal work the ability to visualise
one's position with a navigator's eye is in-
valuable but of course it needs practice. At the
same time one must walk before one runs and
no-one will quarrel with the simple navigational
exercises suggested which will also add interest
to the trip.

Among other illustrations are some amusing
little line drawings by the author.—E.W.M.
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• Norspec 70: The North Sea Spectrum (Thomas
Reed Publications, price £10.50), covers the
proceedings of a conference on the ships,
materials, equipment and problems involved in
the exploitation of the North Sea. It runs to be
about 300 pages and is profusely illustrated with
more than 150 photographs, drawings, graphs
and charts.

Norspec 70 was the first occasion on which an
interdisciplinary discussion was held on the
exploitation of the North Sea. In four days
papers were read covering a wide variety of
related subjects. These were woven together by
the thread of common interest. It is very easy to
see that the fisherman, the oilman, the pipe-
layer and the dredger operator are interested in
the same sea areas and all equally interested in
how accurate the weather forecast will be or
what sea state they can reasonably expect at a
certain time.

High on the list of subjects which were
repeatedly discussed was the sand waves which
are found in certain areas of the North Sea.
Before the advent of the very large ship, it made
little difference whether or not these sand waves
moved or for that matter whether they existed at
all. However, these sand waves have been the
subject of much research and considerable
anxiety. It is obvious that they move though it is
not really known why. They appear un-
expectedly and as suddenly apparently dis-
appear. This gave rise to discussion on the
methods of sounding employed and how to
achieve greater accuracy.

Wave data in the North Sea brought a
surprise. A week or two before the conference
(November, 1970), a wave of some 65 ft. had
been forecast and a 70 ft. wave reported. This
brought a number of speakers on their feet. The
most interested parties of course were rig
operators and the men who have to service the
rigs-

Discussing wave gauges it was said that some
of these had been moved from their moorings
and parts of them stolen. From this rose the
question of policing the North Sea and the
legalities involved.—B.C.

• The World Saves Life, by Maurice Rickards
(Longman Group, price £1.20), is one of a
series which seeks to show how the world has
come to co-operate in surmouting some of the
problems it faces — the reverse side of the inter-
national coin when one considers how destruc-
tively competitive the world community has so
often proved itself to be.

In 'The World Saves Life', Maurice Rickards
seeks to trace the efforts by which nations have
come together to save life. It is an interesting
progress. Starting in the days when it was every
man for himself, and few safety precautions
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were dreamed of, it covers the expansion of the
railway when terrible train accidents were
commonplace. It looks into the future when
stranded astronauts will be able to return to
earth wrapped up in their own cocoon.

Perhaps the most interesting sections deal
with the beginning of the International Red
Cross and the advent of spare-part surgery.
There is a short but not very comprehensive
section dealing with search and rescue at sea.
The World Saves Life is attractively produced
with some interesting old prints and many
excellent photographs. It should make part of an
easy-to-read and informative series.—A.B.

• The World Fights Fire, also by Maurice
Rickards, is in the same series and costs £1.20.
Not exactly life-boat but clearly the risk is the
same. Well illustrated with many up-to-date
fire pictures, including a number in colour, it
gives details about fire-fighting tugs and a
photograph is shown of the revolutionary BP
Firemaster floating tower, with nine powerful
jets, which the reviewer saw tested in its proto-
type stage in the early 1960s.

Maurice Rickards has wide experience as a
designer and editorial consultant and is perhaps
best known for his creative contributions to
international fund-raising campaigns for
refugees. He was responsible for devising the
title 'Christian Aid' and designed the 'hungry
man' figure which features as the organisation's
housemark.—C.R.E.

Coastguard Shield
Mr. Anthony Grant, Parliamentary Under-

secretary of State, Department of Trade and
Industry, presented the Coastguard Shield for
the most meritorious wreck service of 1970/71 to
the Peterhead C.R.C. in July. The award was
made for the rescue of the crew of the Danish
trawler Gerd Neilson on 22nd October, 1970.

Three Times Over
The first box offish sold at the new £325,000

fish market at Brixham, Devon, was put up for
auction for the benefit of the Torbay branch. It
was sold three times over and netted £23.96.

Longhope Naming
In connection with the above headed report

on page 142 of the July issue it has been pointed
out that the new Longhope life-boat was accepted
by the honorary secretary's brother, Mr Jimmie
Groat, who is branch honorary treasurer.



No. 7 Lifeboat Area

SCOTT'S FEAT IN DINGHY
NEWS of a boy in the water clinging to an up-
turned boat on 12th April led to the Mumbles,
Glamorganshire coxswain, Mr. Derek Scott,
B.E.M., taking out a dinghy as with the strong
ebb tide which was running he realised the need
for speed in reaching the casualty before the boy
was swept into the rough water off Mumbles
head.

Leaving his wife to call out the IRB crew,
Coxswain Scott crossed the road to where a
dinghy with an out-board motor was lying. This
was quickly launched and the coxswain made
for the casualty. The dinghy was 10 ft. 6 in. long
with a 4 h.p. outboard motor.

On arrival off Mumbles pier, the coxswain
was told by onlookers that the casualty had
drifted out towards Mumbles head. The sea
conditions were deteriorating rapidly towards the
Head due to the tide race. By keeping close to
the rocks the coxswain avoided the worst of the
sea, but then the casualty was sighted in the
middle of the race.

The sea conditions off Mumbles head were
much worse as the tide running out of Swansea
Bay is deflected to the eastward of Mumbles
head, where it meets the main stream of the tide
running to the south west. This causes a very
confused sea which in this case was accentuated
by the fresh easterly wind and the swell. The sea
was very short and steep with breaking crests.
Wave height was very variable, with the largest
waves up to 10 feet high. The area of breaking
sea was fairly localised off the Head, but there
was another patch of broken water to leeward
where the sea was breaking over the Mixon
Shoal.

When the casualty was sighted in the tide
race he appeared to be in a very exhausted
condition and the coxswain was doubtful
whether he would survive the battering he
would receive in the race, and with the prospect
of further broken water to leeward, the coxswain
decided to attempt a rescue under the difficult

conditions. He had great difficulty in handling
the dinghy in the confused and unpredictable
sea and several times had to throw himself
forward to prevent the dinghy from being
thrown bow over stern. All the time a precarious
balance had to be maintained to prevent a
capsize. When the casualty was reached he was
found to be in an exhausted condition and able
to do little to help himself.

The coxswain tied him to the dinghy with a
line while he removed the engine to clear a space
where the casualty could be hauled aboard.
Having done this an attempt was made to lift
the casualty, but this proved impossible until
advantage was taken of the stern sinking in the
trough of a wave, when the momentum enabled
the casualty to be dragged on board. The
coxswain and the casualty landed backwards in
the dinghy under the impetus of the lift. During
this time the dinghy had been shipping some
water and there was about 9 in. in the bottom of
the boat. When the coxswain had recovered he
shipped the engine and headed shore wards. By
this time the dinghy had cleared the worst of the
broken water in the race.

In response to telephone calls by the cox-
swain's wife, the IRB was launched at 9.55 a.m.
and went to the aid of the coxswain and the
casualty. The IRB skirted the outside of the race
and found the dinghy as it was coming clear of
the race. The casualty was transferred to the
IRB and the canoe recovered. Both boats then
returned ashore, using the inside passage
between Middle Island and the mainland. The
survivor was landed at 10.60.

The casualty, Mr. Alun Bessette, had put to
sea from Sketty in his 15 ft canoe at 8 o'clock
that morning. He was wearing a wet-suit and a
life-jacket. He had paddled out to the Fairway
buoy, then realising that conditions were
deteriorating, had turned for the shore. Shortly
afterwards, at about 8.30, the canoe had
capsized and Mr. Bessette was unable to right it.

LAUNCHES AND LIVES SAVED BY LIFE-BOATS AND IRBs

1 st March, 1971 to 31 st May, 1971: Launches 494, lives saved 227

THE ACTIVE FLEET
(as at 31/5/71)

135 station life-boats 111 inshore rescue boats

LIVES RESCUED 93,507
from the Institution's foundation in 1824 to 1st May 1971
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by courtesy of Dor an Bros., Whitby

The Whitby lite-boat Mary Ann Hepworth, a 41-foot Watson, heading into a moderate sea.

For this action Coxswain Scott was awardedHe tried swimming, towing the canoe, but was
hampered by his life-jacket. The wind and tide
carried him close to Mumbles pier, where he
was able to attract the attention of some
fishermen, who raised the alarm. When found
by the coxswain Mr. Bessette's life-jacket had
come loose and was not supporting him
properly.

No. 2 Life-boat Area

a bar to the silver medal which he won
following the service by the Mumbles
life-boat to the motor vessel Kilo on the 17th
November, 1963. Coxswain Scott is also holder
of the Institution's bronze medal, awarded
following the service by the life-boat to the
dredger Steepholm on the 3rd October, 1968.

ROUGH SEA FACED IRB SAVE
A drilling rig with men aboard off Hunterston
was reported in trouble on 10th March. As
assistance was required, the honorary secretary
instructed the IRB at Largs, Ayrshire, to launch.
She launched at 12.50 p.m. with John Harrison
at the helm and Robert Watson and Ian Mackie
as crew. There was a north easterly gale with a
short steep sea.

Once clear of the slip John Harrison headed
straight for the rig at full speed, but once clear
of the shelter of the land the sea conditions
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worsened and he was only able to proceed at
about half speed for the rest of the distance.

The IRB arrived off the rig at about 13.10
and John Harrison saw that the rig was really a
pontoon which was moored at each corner and
was moving violently at times with seas breaking
over it. He could also hear the pontoon grinding
down on the broken drill pipe which was still
underneath the rig. A launch was still fast along-
side the lee side of the pontoon and John
Harrison took the IRB round the south side and



came up alongside the launch on the first
attempt.

As the IRB came up to the launch Ian
Mackie jumped aboard and then went aboard
the rig where there were six men sheltering (five
drilling team and the launch boatman).

Because of the weather it was decided that it
would not be possible to move the launch and
that it would be best to take the men ashore in
the IRB in two runs. While John Harrison and
Robert Watson kept the IRB alongside using
the painter and engines, Ian Mackie helped
three men aboard. One of these men was not
wearing a life-jacket and was reluctant to get
into the IRB so Ian Mackie took off his own life-

jacket and put it on the man and volunteered to
stay on the rig until the IRB returned.

The IRB then left the rig and headed down
wind to Hunterston jetty where, after some
difficulty because of projecting scaffolding,
Robert Watson managed to get ashore and help
the three men up a ladder on to the jetty. The
IRB then headed back against the wind to the
rig.

While the IRB was away Ian Mackie

managed to talk to the shore control, using the
R/T aboard the rig. The contractors ashore were
reluctant to leave the launch, but the boat-
man who was a young man standing in for,
the proper coxswain, was not prepared to take
the launch in because of the weather. After Ian
Mackie had explained the position, it was
agreed that all men should be brought ashore by
the IRB.

However, when the IRB returned the
weather conditions were slightly better and
Robert Watson volunteered to take the launch
in if the launch hand would work the engines.
This was agreed and the other two men from the
rig then went aboard the launch as well and Ian
Mackie returned to the IRB.

Robert Watson then let go and headed the
launch back at slow speed towards Fairlie, with
the IRB as escort. The launch was tied up at
Fairlie pier, about 2.30, without difficulty and
the three men from the rig went ashore.

Framed letters of thanks, signed by the
Institution's Chairman, were awarded to: John
Harrison, helmsman, and Robert Wratson and
Ian Mackie, crew members.

No. 6 Life-boat Area

INJURED SEAMEN TAKEN OFF
AN injured seaman aboard the container ship
Manchester Merit led to the Appledore, Devon,
life-boat being called to her at 6.51 p.m. on
9th January. At that time she was 40 miles
south west of the Smalls lighthouse.

The ship was diverting to Barnstaple bay and
was expected to arrive there at about 3 a.m. on
10th January. It was decided to launch the life-
boat with a doctor on board to meet the vessel
on arrival.

The crew assembled at 21.15andtheAppledore
life-boat Louisa Anne Hawker slipped at 2.30 and
made for the Manchester Merit. In the absence of
the honorary medical adviser from the station
his locum, Dr. D. F. Valentine, a former
honorary medical adviser, and now aged about
67 years and retired from practice, went afloat to
attend the injured man. The weather was
cloudy with good visibility. There was a souther-
ly gale with a rough sea and heavy westerly
ground swell.

At 3.31, after a passage of six miles in a
rough sea and foul tide, the life-boat approached
the Manchester Merit lying at anchor 1\ miles
west of the Fairway buoy. The container ship
was lying head to the west, against the flood tide
and heavy ground sea.

The coxswain closed the port side of the ship,
and transferred Dr. Valentine and crew
member J. Pavitt. They experienced much
difficulty in climbing the Jacob's ladder due to
the 15 foot rise and fall of the sea alongside and
there was a danger of being crushed between
the two vessels. Indeed at one time J. Pavitt
assisted Dr. Valentine to the extent of saving
him from being crushed. The life-boat went
alongside on a second occasion to pass the Neil
Robertson stretcher aboard.

It was decided, after discussion between the
doctor, the master of the Manchester Merit and
the coxswain of the life-boat, that it would be
safe to land the injured man. In order to provide
a better lee for a transfer on her port side, the
Manchester Merit weighed anchor and headed
south south east. Then the life-boat went along-
side for a third time and the injured man was
safely transferred in the Neil Robertson stretcher.
At 4.41 hours, with Dr. Valentine and J. Pavitt
aboard, the Appledore life-boat started the
return passage to station. On arrival at 5.30 the
casualty was transferred to a waiting ambulance.

The thanks of the Institution inscribed on
vellum were accorded to Dr. D. F. Valentine
and crew member J. Pavitt.
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FIREMEN TO
THE RESCUE
WHEN the 25-foot fishing vessel Bounty of Jersey,
G.I., with four men aboard, was reported in
difficulties at 8.21 p.m. on 24th July, 1970,* off
the Rigdon Bank in St. Ouen's Bay, Jersey, the
St. Helier life-boat Elizabeth Rippon was launched
at 8.42. She was accompanied by the States
Launch Duchess of Normandy which had the
harbourmaster (who is also the station honorary
secretary) on board.

At the same time the fire service and the
police were sent by the Sea Rescue Centre to
stand by ashore at St. Ouen's Bay, as the
casualty was reported being swept on to a lee
shore with its steering gear out of action. There
was a west south westerly gale with a very
rough sea. Visibility was poor with heavy rain
squalls.

While the life-boat and the States launch
were making for the scene, the fire service twin-
engined 'Zodiac' inflatable was towed by road
five miles from its base to St. Ouen's bay, from
which point, with a crew of three, it was
launched into heavy surf which it cleared with
difficulty, and eventually came up with the
fishing vessel about one mile from the shore. The
Bounty was pitching and tossing in the heavy
ground sea and was dragging her anchor. The
'Zodiac' attempted to get alongside Bounty but
was quite unable to do so. The helmsman, Sub-
Officer D. C. Bickley, therefore decided to lie
off and stand by.

At about 9 o'clock the States launch, which is
faster than the life-boat, arrived and im-
mediately closed the casualty to take off the
crew, but they all refused to leave their boat. By
this time Bounty had dragged her anchor as far
as the L'Etacq reef where her anchor held in a
depth of 24-feet.

The harbourmaster and the skipper of the
launch decided that as the crew of the casualty
would not abandon their boat they would have
to try and take the vessel in tow. At the first
attempt the launch was lifted by the sea over the
tow line and the starboard propeller became

*This service was not considered until May, 1971
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fouled. The line was cut, and a iurther attempt
was made manoeuvring on the port engine only,
but the port propeller soon became fouled on
the unseen tail streaming from the starboard
propeller. The launch anchored immediately
The life-boat was informed and a tug sailed
from St. Helier harbour to render assistance.

As soon as the Duchess of Normandy was
anchored the harbourmaster called the 'Zodiac'
alongside and he exchanged places with two of
the crew. He then persuaded Sub-Officer
Bickley to make another attempt to get along-
side the casualty, which he did with a very
determined effort. This time three of the crew
were prepared to leave their boat, but the fourth
stubbornly refused. These three men were
transferred to the anchored launch, then once
again the 'Zodiac' returned to the casualty to
try and induce the remaining crew member to
abandon Bounty, but in vain. While returning to
the launch a wooden fore and aft strut in the
'Zodiac' fractured, rendering the craft less sea-
worthy in the prevailing conditions, so it was
secured astern of the Duchess of Normandy.

When the life-boat Elizabeth Rippon arrived
she was requested to take the Duchess of Normandy
in tow, the intention being to transfer the tow as
soon as possible to the tug which had already
been requested for this purpose. The life-boat
would then be free to stand by the casualty
which still had one man on board. In the event,
the life-boat did not transfer her tow to the tug,
which the coxswain asked to stand by the
casualty while the life-boat continued to tow the
launch and 'Zodiac' to Bonne Nuit on the north
coast of the island.

By 10.38 the tugmaster reported that, with
the falling tide, the conditions were no longer
suitable for his vessel to stand by the casualty
and the tug returned to St. Helier, leaving
Bounty which soon afterwards began dragging
her anchor again when one of the flukes sheared.

Immediately the life-boat and Duchess of
Normandy arrived at Bonne Nuit the harbour-
master telephoned the fire service and arranged
for another of their 'Zodiacs' to stand by on
shore to cover Bounty. Eventually the casualty
was washed ashore at 3 a.m. on 25th July,
where the remaining survivor was helped to
safety by the second 'Zodiac' crew. The life-boat
was then recalled to her station from where she
had been awaiting daylight off Plemont point
and was secured to her moorings at 4.56. At
12.40 p.m. the Bounty broke up.

The thanks of the Institution inscribed on
vellum were accorded to Sub-Officer D. C.
Bickley of the Jersey Fire Service, and letters of
thanks signed by the Institution's Chairman,
Admiral Sir Wilfrid Woods, G.B.E., K.C.B., D.S.O.,
were sent to Fireman J. Robertson and Fireman
T. Billot also of the Jersey Fire Service.



No. 5 Life-boat Area

SKIN DIVERS SAVED
RED flares fired from a skin divers' boat about
two miles off Selsey Bill on 28th March led to
the Selsey life-boat being launched. A helicopter
\vas also called.

The life-boat Charles Henry was launched at
3.12 p.m., and came up with the skin divers'
boat at 3.32. The coxswain was told that two
divers had not been seen since diving at the
Mixon one and a half hours earlier.

The coxswain, having made a careful assess-
ment of the speed and drift of the tide decided to go
westward at full speed. Twenty-six minutes later
the life-boat, having steamed more than five
miles, came up with the divers who had both
jettisoned their equipment valued at £200.
They were taken on board the life-boat and
landed at Selsey at 4.45.

Apart from the inevitable effects of the cold
both men were otherwise fit and well. Consider-
able local publicity was focused on this service
as a life-saving demonstration was in progress

throughout the afternoon at Gosport and the
radio messages were relayed to the public who
were able to follow the sequence of events
leading up to the rescue of the two men. News
of the rescue was greeted with loud cheers.

No. 8 Life-boat Area

STUDENTS STRANDED
STUDENTS stranded on Calf Island, four miles
west south west of Port Erin, I.o.M., led to the
Port Erin life-boat going to their assistance on
21st May.

The motor vessel, which took them to the
island, went aground and was unlikely to be
refloated until 7 o'clock. The honorary secretary
confirmed the position with the lighthouse
keeper on Calf island, and the life-boat
Matthew Simpson was launched at 1.45 p.m. with
a dinghy in tow. The stranded party had been
instructed by radio to go to Cow harbour, one of
the two small harbours on Calf island. While the
life-boat stood off one lecturer and 16 students
were ferried out by the dinghy.

Life-boot launches on Service during the months March, April
and May, 1971
Aldeburgh, Suffolk
Arbroath, Angus
Arklow, Wicklow
Ballycotton, Co. Cork
Barmouth, Merionethshire
Barry Dock, Glamorganshire
Beaumaris, Anglesey
Bembridge, Isle of Wight
Blackpool, Lancashire
Bridlington, Yorkshire
Broughty Ferry, Angus
Calshot, Hampshire
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex
Cloughey, Portavogie, Co. Down
Clovelly, Devon
Coverack, Cornwall
Cromer, Norfolk
Donaghadee, Co. Down
Douglas, Isle of Man
Dover, Kent
Dunbar, East Lothian
Dungeness, Kent
Dun Laoghaire, Dublin
Dunmore East, Waterford
Eastbourne, Sussex
Exmouth, South Devon
Falmouth, Cornwall
Filey, Yorkshire
Fishguard, Pembrokeshire

May 29th.
March 18th.
May 15th.
March 21st and 31st.
May 6th.
March 30th.
May 16th.
March 6th, April 24th and May 20th.
May 16th.
April 18th and May 30th.
March 18th and April 28th.
May llth.
April 8th, 10th, 21st, May 3rd and 22nd.
March 24th, 30th, April 8th and May 24th.
March 11th, April 5th, 24th (twice), May 13th and 25th.
March 3rd.
May 15th.
April 12th and 24th.
March 10th and May 9th.
April l l th, May 5th, 15th (twice) and 31st.
April 23rd.
April 9th, 18th, and May 2nd.
April 11th, 12th, May 8th, 9th, 23rd and 26th.
March 21st (twice), April 5th and 11 th.
May 28th.
March 14th and May 6th.
March 26th, 30th, April 12th and 23rd.
April 13th and May 23rd.
March 25th and April 25th.
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Flamborough, Yorkshire
Fleetwood, Lancashire
Galway Bay

Girvan, Ayrshire
Gt. Yarmouth and Gorlestone, Norfolk
Harwich, Essex
Hastings, Sussex
Holyhead, Anglesey
Howth, Dublin
Humber, Lincolnshire
Kilmore, Wexford
Kirkcudbright
Lerwick, Shetland
Llandudno, Caernarvonshire
Longhope, Orkney
Lowestoft, Suffolk
Mallaig, Inverness-shire
Margate, Kent
Moelfre, Anglesey
Montrose, Angus
Mumbles, Glamorganshire
Newbiggin, Northumberland
New Brighton, Cheshire
New Quay, Cardiganshire
North Sunderland, Northumberland
Penlee, Cornwall
Plymouth, South Devon
Poole, Dorset
Port Erin, Isle of Man
Ramsay, Isle of Man
Ramsgate, Kent
Redcar, Yorkshire
Runswick, Yorkshire
St. Helier, Channel Islands
St. Ives, Cornwall
St. Mary's, Scilly Isles
St. Peter Port, Guernsey
Salcombe, South Devon
Selsey, Sussex
Sheerness, Kent
Sheringham, Norfolk
Shoreham Harbour, Sussex
Southend-on-Sea, Essex
Stornoway, Outer Hebrides
Stromness, Orkney
Stronsay, Orkney
Sunderland, Durham
Swanage, Dorset
Teesmouth, Yorkshire
Tenby, Pembrokeshire
Thurso, Caithness
Torbay, South Devon
Troon, Ayrshire
Valentia, Co. Kerry
Walmer, Kent

Walton and Frinton, Essex
Weymouth, Dorset
Whitby, Yorkshire
Wicklow, Co. Wicklow
Workington, Cumberland
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight
70-002 at Kirkwall/Scapa
889 at Kirkwall/Scapa

May 4th and 24th.
April 10th and May 15th (twice).
March 4th, 22nd, 23rd, April 7th, 12th (twice), 22nd, 27th, May
2nd and 21st.
May 16th.
May 9th and 30th.
April 7th, 21st and May 31st.
March 24th and April 24th.
March 19th.
March 13th. April 9th, May 22nd and 26th.
May 27th.
April 3rd.
March 1st and April 27th.
March 9th and 28th.
April 18th and 2 7th.
March 26th, 31st, April 14th, 16th, 18th, May l l t h and 12th.
March 11th, April 9th and May 29th.
May 20th.
April 30th.
April 21st and May 10th.
April 23rd.
March 13th.
May 23rd.
May 9th, 14th, 22nd and 23rd.
April 12th.
May 2nd.
March 29th, April 11th and May 27th.
March 14th, April 9th and 25th.
April 12th.
May 21st and 27th.
May 26th and 28th.
March 2nd, 22nd and May 7th.
May 25th.
May 23rd.
March 27th and May 9th.
April 5th and 25th.
March 9th.
April 17th and May 26th.
March 5th and April 17th.
March 28th, May 1st and 6th.
March 18th, April 9th, 25th and May 14th.
April 18th and 29th.
April 14th.
May 14th.
March 24th and April 24th.
March 1st, April 15th and 16th.
May 2nd.
March 14th.
AOril lOthk llth, 17th, 26th and May 8th.
April 23rd.
April 4th, May 21st and 23rd.
March 25th, May 16th and 17th.
April 21st, May 9th and 13th.
April 11th, May 1st and 23rd.
May 1st.
March 6th, 30th. 31st, April 1st, 3rd, 4th (twice), May 15th and
30th.
April 21st.
May 6th and 20th.
May 31st.
March 23rd and 27th.

April 12th, May 2nd, 7th and 28th.
April 26th, May 6th and 23rd.
March 12th, 17th and 30th.
April 19th and 28th.
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IRB launches on Service during the months March, April
and May 1971

Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
Aberdovey, Merionethshire
Abersoch, Caernarvonshire
Aberystwyth, Cardiganshire
Amble, Northumberland
Atlantic College, Glamorganshire

Bangor, Co. Down
Barmouth, Merionethshire
Barrow, Lancashire
Bembridge, Isle of Wight
Blackpool, Lancashire
Borth, Cardiganshire
Bridlington, Yorkshire
Broughty Ferry, Angus
Bude, Cornwall
Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex
Conway, Caernarvonshire
Craster, Northumberland
Criccieth, Caernarvonshire
Cullercoats, Northumberland
Dunbar, East Lothian
Eastbourne, Sussex
Eastney, Hampshire
Eastney, Hampshire (18-005)
Exmouth, Devon
Filey, Yorkshire
Fleetwood, Lancashire
Flint, Flintshire
Gt. Yarmouth and Gorleston, Norfolk
Happisburgh, Norfolk
Hartlepool, Durham
Harwich, Essex
Hastings, Sussex
Helensburgh, Dunbartonshire

Holyhead, Anglesey
Horton and Port Eynon, Glamorganshire
Howth, Dublin
Humber Mouth, Lincolnshire
Kippford, Kirkcudbright
Largs, Ayrshire
Littlehampton, Sussex
Littlestone-on-Sea, Kent
Llandudno, Caernarvonshire
Lyme Regis, Dorset (17-002)
Lymington, Hampshire
Mablethorpe, Lincolnshire
Margate, Kent
Minehead, Somerset
Moelfre, Anglesey
Morecambe, Lancashire
Mudeford, Hampshire
New Quay, Cardiganshire
North Berwick, East Lothian
North Sunderland, Northumberland
Plymouth, Devon (18-01)
Poole, Dorset (17-003)
Porthcawl, Glamorganshire
Port Talbot, Glamorganshire

May 18th and 21st.
April 9th.
April 19th, 13th, and May 27th.
April 10th, 18th, 25th and May 30th (twice).
May 1st.
March 30th (twice), April 12th, 28th (twice), May 12th, 20th,
21st and 23rd (five times).
April 7th, 24th and May 7th.
May 23rd.
April 14th.
May 20th.
April 1st, 2nd and May 16th.
April 10th, llth, 12th, 15th, 21st, May 2nd and 30th.
May 25th and 30th.
March 28th, April 25th, May 15th, 17th, 26th and 29th.
April 15th.
May 30th.
April 10th, 12th, May 20th and 28th.
May 10th and 21st.
May 1st.
April 24th, May 8th, 9th and 27th.
April 6th, 23rd and May 3rd.
April 28th, May 15th and 22nd.
April 21st, May 13th and 28th.
April 3rd, 10th, 11th, 12th, 30th, May 11th, 12th, 29th and 30th.
May 2nd, 7th and 30th.
April 6th, 10th, May 16th and 23rd.
May 9th and 23rd.
May 9th, 10th and 30th.
March 30th.
April 4th and May 9th.
April 10th, May 15th and 22nd.
April llth, 17th, May 2nd, 14th and 16th.
March 28th, April 17th and May 29th.
March 20th, May 19th, 28th and 30th.
March 28th, April 10th, 25th, May 5th, 9th, 23rd (three times),
and 24th.
April 10th.
April l l th and May 23rd.
April 30th and May 16th.
May 22nd.
April 2 7th.
March 18th, April 11th, 22nd and May 2nd (twice).
April 10th, 14th. 16th, 18th, May 6th and 30th.
April 12th.
April 18th, 27th, May 2nd, 13th and 30th.
May 9th, 17th and 31st.
March 6th, 21st, April 11th and May 10th.
May 31st.
May 9th (twice) and 14th.
May 15th.
May 7th, 10th and 15th.
May 17th.
April 22nd and May 21st.
May 29th.
May 15th.
April 3rd.
April 3rd, 11th, 16th, 17th, 25th, 30th, May 1st, 13th and 26th.
March 20th, April 3rd, 7th, 8th, 9th, 12th, 24th and May 6th.
April 28th, May 12th, 19th and 21st.
April 15th.
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Pwllheli, Caernarvonshire
Ramsgate, Kent (17-001)
Redcar, Yorkshire
Rhy], Flintshire
Rye Harbour, Sussex
St. Agnes, Cornwall
Scarborough, Yorkshire
Selsey, Sussex
Shoreham Harbour, Sussex
Silloth, Cumberland
Skegness, Lincolnshire
Southend-on-Sea, Essex

Southwold, Suffolk
Sunderland, Durham
The Mumbles, Glamorganshire
Torbay, Devon (18-03)
Tre-Arddur Bay, Anglesey
Walmer, Kent
Wells, Norfolk
West Kirby, Cheshire
West Mersea, Essex
Weston-super-Mare, Somerset
Weston-super-Mare, Somerset (18-004)
Whitby, Yorkshire
Whitstable, Kent
Yarmouth, Isle of Wight

April 28th and May 15th.
May 12th and 23rd.
April 11th, and May 9th.
May 26th and 20th.
April 11th and May 2nd.
April llth.
April 2nd and May 28th.
April 10th (twice) and 20th.
April 24th, May 1st, 23rd and 31st.
April 25th, May 2nd and 23rd.
April 17th and May 16th.
March 20th, 22nd, 27th (twice), 28th, April 4th, 6th, 9th (twice),
10th, 24th (three times), 30th, May 1st, 2nd, 4th, 8th, 23rd and
25th.
April 18th.
April 17th and May 21 St.
April 2nd, 12th, May 15th, 22nd and 23rd.
April 13th, May 1st, 4th, 9th and 30th.
April 12th and May 31st.
May 30th.
May 9th.
March 26th, April 27th and May 14th.
April 12th, 15th and 24th.
April l l th , 12th, 25th and May 21st.
March 28th (twice), April 25th, May 12th and 21 st.
May 29th.
May 28th.
April 3rd, 26th, May 23rd, 26th and 28th.
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LIFE-BOAT CROSSWORD

Across
1-Windy head-gear

(9)
7-Welcome precipi-

tation? (4)
8-Genusmus (5)
9-Often without

further (3)
10-Depression (4)
11-In disarray (7)
14-Standard (6)
15-Customer (6)
17-Author's profit (7)
21-Inside this legal

document (4)
22-Persian crown (3)
23-Lifting bird (5)
24-Growth (4)
25-Commented upon

(9)

Down
1-Tree whose leaves

are used in tanning
(5)

2-Fleshy body hang-
ing in mouth (5)

3-Particle without
Ronald is chosen
(5)4-State of insensi-
bility (6)

5-Country (8)
6-Cinders' dead-

line (8)
12-He who steers (8)
13-Short musical

entertainment (8)
16-Oldhorse(6)
18-Vessel(5)
19-Smallest confused

tales (5)
20-Concede (5)

Name .
Address .

All entries, together with entry fee of 15p, to be
sent to:

R.N.L.I.,
1 St. Martin's Lane,
Micklegate,
York.

in sealed envelopes marked 'Life-boat Cross-
word' to reach that office no later than Monday,
8th November, 1971.
For the senders of the first three correct solu-
tions opened, there will be for this first launch-
ing only a 1st prize of a man's 21-jewel Waltham
wrist-watch (generously donated, and two
prizes of£l each.
No entrant may win more than one prize.
In all respects the decision of the R.N.L.I, will
be final.
The correct solution and prize-winners' names
will be published in the next quarterly issue of
the Journal.
For subsequent editions there will be three
prizes of £1 each.
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Announcement

In this issue of THE LIFE-BOAT is an

order form for R.N.L.I. Christmas

cards and calendars and on page 175

details of new R.N.L.I. hand-made

cuff-links and delectable R.N.L.I.

cook book mainly for the ladies.

Order now and avoid last minute rush

or disappointment.
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twice weekly sailings-

Manchester/ Montreal
«EKTM^̂  'ear time. Improves your cash ,,ow. Speeds your cargoes, doo, ,o
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uritAI LA IV ho
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For further information contact :

Manchester LinerS Limited P.O. Box 189, Manchester Liners House,
.̂ / Port of Manchester, Manchester M5 2XA. Tel: 061-872 4466 Telex: 667001



The wannest drop in the ocean

Abotdeof3-star
Martell brandy is carried
on every lifeboat in
British waters for the
comfort of survivors.
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